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Abstract

Microwave near-field probes (MNPs) confine evanescent fields to regions that are substantially smaller than the wavelength at the operation frequency. Such probes are able to resolve subwavelength features, thus providing resolution much higher than the classical Abb limit. These abilities of MNPs are primarily due to the evanescent nature of the field generated at the tip of the probes. In the past, MNPs with ultra-high resolution were designed by tapering a resonant opening to provide high field concentration and high sensitivity. The limitations of these MNPs were subject to low surface roughness and practical realization challenges due to their geometrical features and vibration control constraints.

Metamaterials with their ability to enhance evanescent fields, lead to the speculation that they could potentially increase the sensitivity of near-field probe. Periodically arranged metamaterial unit elements such as split-ring-resonators (SRRs) can create negative permeability media. Placing such material layer in the proximity of a probe leads to enhancement of the evanescent waves. Guided by this remarkable feature of metamaterials, I proposed an MNP consisting of a wire loop concentric with a single SRR. The evanescent field behavior of the probe is analyzed using Fourier analysis revealing substantial enhancement of the evanescent field consistent with metamaterial theory predictions. The resolution of the probe is studied to especially determine its ability for sub-surface detection of media buried in biological tissues. The underlying physics governing the probe is analyzed. Variations of the probe are developed by placement of lumped impedance loads.

To further increase the field confinement to smaller region, a miniaturized probe design is proposed. This new probe consists of two printed loops whose resonance is tunable by a capacitor loaded in the inner loop. The sensing region is decreased from $\lambda/20$ to $\lambda/55$, where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the probes unloaded frequency.

The magnetic-sensitive nature of the new probe makes it suitable for sensing localized magnetostatic surface resonance (LMSR) occurring in electrically very small particles.
Therefore, I proposed a sensing methodology for detecting localized magnetostatic surface (LMS) resonant particles. In this methodology, an LMS resonant sphere is placed concentrically with the loops. A circuit model is developed to predict the performance of the probe in the presence of a magnetic sphere having Lorentz dispersion. Full-wave simulations are carried out to verify the circuit model predictions, and preliminary experimental results are demonstrated. The Lorentzian fit in this work implies that the physical nature of LMSR may originate from spin movement of charged particle whose contribution to effective permeability may be analogous to that of bound electron movement to effective permittivity in electrostatic resonance. Detection of LMSR can have strong impact on marker-based sensing applications in biomedicine and bioengineering.
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1.1 Evolution of microwave near-field probes (MNPs)

The origin of near-field probing concept probably dates back to 1928 when Synge first described his near-field imaging idea with a microscopic method in a letter to Albert Einstein. His original idea was to use the scattered field (dark field) of an object (i.e., a particle) as a light source to go beyond the diffraction limit. As suggested by Einstein, Synge published his idea with a more practical but abstract experimentation that used an opaque screen with a sub-wavelength hole placed very close to a flat transparent sample. The image was obtained by scanning the sample point-by-point, producing higher resolution image. The scanning principle has become an important constituent in many modern technologies, such as television and scanning electron microscopy [1]. The scattered field near the aperture or a small particle was essentially evanescent waves having high-spatial frequency (wavenumber $= 2\pi/\lambda$), leading to sub-wavelength resolution [2].

Synge’s idea was decades ahead of its time before the required technology for his instrumentation could come out [1, 2]. In 1957 [3], Frait proposed an apparatus that was in fact
a microwave microscope to study ferromagnetic resonance. He modified the conventional ferromagnetic resonant cavity that averages over the sample properties in it by placing the sample outside of cavity but very closed to a small hole created in a thin face of the cavity (Fig. 1.1(a)) [2]. In this way, higher wavelength components would be applied on to the sample rather than all wavelengths. In 1962, independent work and similar apparatus composition (a microwave cavity with a small opening) was developed by Soohoo [4]. Frait and Soohoo’s work were considered as the first experimental realization of near-field imaging in the microwave regime as the dimensional requirements of probe size and probe-sample distance were less rigorous in comparison to those at optical frequencies [4, 5].

The non-resonant approach in microwave microscope started in 1965 by Bryant and Gunn who employed a tapered coaxial line (Fig. 1.1(b)) to measure the local resistivity of semiconductor crystals from 0.1-100Ω · cm [2, 5, 6]. Their work was the first time that near-field probe-sample interactions was represented in terms of resistivity measurement within a hemisphere of 1mm radius [6]. In 1972, Ash and Nochols proposed another resonant approach microscope composed of a hemisphere resonator with a small aperture at the flat end. Their microwave microscope was able to resolve a grating with line width of λ/60 at around 10GHz [7]. Ash and Nochols’ invention was the first to demonstrate deep subwavelength resolution, and regarded as the most profound contribution to development of near-field instruments [5]. In 1989, Fee et al. proposed another non-resonant microwave microscope that measured the reflected signal from an open ended coaxial line (Fig. 1.1(c)) [8]. This MNP was able to detect subwavelength features of λ/4000 at around 2.5GHz. Their extended proposal of sharpened tip at the end of the transmission line influenced later works in micro-structure detection.

In late 1990s, the resonant concept and sharpened end approach began to merge (Fig. 1.1(d)), leading to the significant advancement of high resolution MNPs. In 1996, Wei et al. proposed a resonant scanning tip microwave near-field microscope that demonstrated high field concentration and strong energy delivery at the sharpened tip. The tip was
enclosed by the electric shielding that suppressed signal to noise ratio, yielding a spatial resolution of $\lambda/10^5$ [9]. In 1997, Gao et al. improved the imaging technique to quantitative impedance mapping under a quasi-static theoretical model. Their technique produced enhanced resolution up to $\lambda/10^6$, leading to a new imaging paradigm [10] (Up to now, this is still the highest resolution reported in the literature for MNPs.). In 1999, Tabib-Azar et al. employed a resonant microscope line ended with a tapered tip at $1GHz$, and attained a spatial resolution of $\lambda/750000$ in sensing a microelectromechanic chip [11]. In 1999, they also imaged the biological sample in terms of a conductivity map using the same microscope [12]. Sensing other materials, such as semiconductors, dielectrics, composites and plants were investigated as well [13].

An important issue in microwave near-field sensing is the variation in probe-sample (or standoff) distance. Such disturbance was found to induce topographical scanning artifacts [1], which has been addressed in many MNP works associated with near-field imaging [5]. Thus, probe-sample distance in nanometer range and advanced vibration control in critical for high resolution near-field probes. In this work, the affect of standoff distance to probe reflection coefficient is not the most significant obstacle. Methods to reduce the affect of the standoff distance will be introduced in Chapter 2.

Regardless of the above illustrious landmarks in the evolution of ultra-high resolution MNPs, it was noticed that these high performance MNPs require low surface roughness and excellent vibration control to maintain the reported capabilities. There also exist a variety of other MNP designs to accommodate these practical realization challenges with some compromise in resolution. These applications are often found in industrial or engineering research where durability, reliability and reproductivity are of concern. For instance, flange-less open-ended coaxial waveguide theory was fully developed after Bryant and Gunn’s experiment [14, 15]. Moreover, open-ended waveguide, tapered waveguide, dielectric slab loaded waveguide, or dielectric waveguide was thoroughly investigated in Ghasr’s work in 2005 [16] and further developed to a standing alone system as a differential probe in
Figure 1.1: Some typical designs of MNPs. (a) Cavity terminated with aperture; (b) Tapered coaxial line; (c) Open ended coaxial line; (d) Resonant transmission line ended with a small tip.
2006 [17].

1.2 State of the Art

1.2.1 Metamaterials

In the dawn of this century, Sir John Pendry challenged the traditional limitations of lens performance with a class of superlenses having negative refractive index [18]. His idea of negative permittivity and/or permeability materials engrossed innumerable minds and lead to a tide of metamaterial research, such as super resolution imaging [18–20], cloaking [21,22], optical circuits [23], magnetic plasmons [24], amongst others. These ideas were fundamentally based on tailoring the values of electromagnetic (EM) constitutive parameters (permittivity and permeability) to guide EM waves into extraordinary behaviors in all frequency scenarios where Maxwell equation governs.

In fact, the ignition point of metamaterial tide occurred at a much earlier time through very thorough theoretical work by the notable physicist, Veselago. In 1968 [25], he first proposed the selection of the negative sign of permittivity and permeability, forming the left-handed materials (LHMs) where the wavevector, electric field, and magnetic field obey left-handed rules. Several evolutionary effects in LHMs were proposed in Veselago’s work. He expounded that phase velocity is opposite to energy flux direction, meaning that energy moves forward as phase travels backward. He also elaborated the wave propagation from ordinary media to LHMs using Snell’s Law, reaching several conclusions on wave propagation in a flat slab, a convex lens and a concave lens made of LHMs. The flat slab (named as Veselago’s lens) is being well-known after Pendry’s proposal of perfect lens in 2000 [18].

Veselago and Pendry’s ideas lead to speculations on classical definition of the constitutive parameters of an isotropic medium. These parameters are referred to as complex
permittivity ($\epsilon = \epsilon_0 \epsilon_r$) and complex permeability ($\mu = \mu_0 \mu_r$), where $\epsilon_0$ and $\mu_0$ are values in vacuum, and $\epsilon_r$ and $\mu_r$ are relative quantities. $\epsilon$ and $\mu$ are measures of material reacting to electric or magnetic field, and their total reaction to EM field is represented by complex refractive index, $n$, described as

$$n = n' - jn''$$

where $'$ represents real part of $n$ that contributes to the propagation and defines speed of EM waves ($c = 1/n'$), and $''$ represents imaginary part of $n$ that reflects the absorption loss of the material. In complex domain, $n$ is represented by complex operator ($\ast$)$^{\frac{1}{2}}$ as follows

$$n = (\epsilon\mu)^{\frac{1}{2}}$$

where

$$\epsilon = \epsilon' - j\epsilon'' = r_{\epsilon}e^{j\theta_{\epsilon}}$$

$$\mu = \mu' - j\mu'' = r_{\mu}e^{j\theta_{\mu}}$$

$n$ can be expanded as $\epsilon$ and $\mu$ in the following forms

$$n = (r_{\epsilon}r_{\mu})^{\frac{1}{2}}e^{j\frac{\theta_{\mu}+\theta_{\epsilon}}{2}}$$

where $r$ and $\theta$ correspond to the magnitude and phase, and their subscripts are referred to $\epsilon$ and $\mu$. The real parts, $\epsilon'$ and $\mu'$ indicate electric or magnetic propagation. Their signs are subject to no physical restriction ($\omega \neq 0$). The imaginary parts, $\epsilon''$ and $\mu''$, reflect electric or magnetic loss that are positive values [26]. Take the simplest case as an example, in a lossless isotropic left-handed medium, $\epsilon'' = \mu'' = 0$, and $\epsilon' = \mu' = -1$, according to Eq. 1.3 and Eq. 1.4, $\theta_{\epsilon} = \theta_{\mu} = 180^\circ$. It is natural to draw the conclusion from Eq. 1.5 that $n = 1e^{j\pi} = -1$. This means that one does not need to select the sign of $n$ in LHM, which was misunderstood in the very early work on metamaterials [18], but was later re-evaluated [27]. As previously mentioned, due to negativeness in real refractive index, the resulting phase velocity ($v_p = \omega/\beta$, where $\omega$ is angular frequency, and $\beta = Im(j\omega\sqrt{\epsilon\mu})$, is propagation constant) and group velocity ($v_g = d\omega/d\beta$) are both negative [25,28].
The existence of negative $\epsilon'$ and negative $\mu'$ validates energy conservation. In a passive medium, energy conservation validates as follows \[25,26,28\].

\[ W = \frac{\partial(\epsilon\omega)}{\partial\omega} |E|^2 + \frac{\partial(\mu\omega)}{\partial\omega} |H|^2 > 0 \] (1.6)

where $|\ast|$ represent magnitude quantity, and $\partial(\ast)/\partial\omega$ is partial derivative with respect to $\omega$. The law of energy conservation states that LHMs need to be dispersive to produce positive total energy, implying that either $\partial(\epsilon\omega)/\partial\omega$ or $\partial(\mu\omega)/\partial\omega$ is less than zero to maintain the summation of electrical and magnetic energy to be positive.

In terms of real constitutive parameters, materials can be simply classified as positive materials ($\epsilon' > 0, \mu' > 0$), $\epsilon-$negative (ENG, $\epsilon' < 0$), $\mu-$negative (MNG, $\mu' < 0$), double negative materials (DNG, $\epsilon' < 0, \mu' < 0$). When $\mu$ or $\epsilon$ close to 0, they are called $\epsilon-$near-zero ($\epsilon' \approx 0$), and $\mu-$near-zero ($\mu' \approx 0$) \[29\], where ENG and MNG are also called single-negative (SNG) media.

The substances that support negative $\epsilon$ or $\mu$ are of great interests to control electromagnetic waves. In fact, Veselago had analyzed the substances that are in principle possible in 1968 \[25\]. He expounded that gyrotropic material possess negativeness in real permittivity or permeability under a circular polarized excitation. A remarkable point he made was that there is no single substance that would yield isotropic and negative permeability due to the fact that “magnetic sources are not charges but dipoles”. He also explained if magnetic sources could arise from charges, “a gas of such charges” would have the form of $\mu_p = 1 - \omega^2_{M}/\omega^2$, where the subscript $p$ stands for plasma, $\omega_M$ is a hypothesized magnetic plasma angular frequency, $\omega$ is the angular frequency. Such conclusion can be elaborated by referring to the origin of effective plasma permittivity derived from the Lorentz force on a moving charged particle (a monopole), where the effective plasma permittivity is expressed as $\epsilon_p = 1 - \omega^2_{E}/\omega^2$, and $\omega_E$ is the plasma angular frequency \[30\]. The hypothesis of the existence of such magnetic substance has been stated by Dirac in 1931 \[31\]. Veselago also pointed out that Dirac’s argument is approximation which may
explain the lack of successful experiments in finding Dirac’s monopole [25]. However, one point can be developed from Veselago’s conclusion is that it might be possible to construct homogenized isotropic materials having negative permeability under Lorentzian dispersion model [27,32,33]. Pendry’s early work on constructing electrically small structures [34] is an example. Their work does not limited to exploration of negative materials, but also provides insights on exploiting candidate materials for recently proposed magnetostatic resonance in electrically small isotropic particles with arbitrary shapes [35,36]. The magnetostatic resonance is named as localized magnetostatic surface resonance (LMSR) in this work. It is important to address here that such LMSR should not be considered as the magnetic counter part of surface plasmon (as misinterpreted in Ref. [37]). In fact, it is the magnetic counter part of surface phonon due to absence of magnetic charge. Further details will be expanded and elaborated in Chapter 1.2.2.

The artificial materials with negative permittivity or permeability are called metamaterials. “Meta” comes from the Greek word “after”, denoting a change of condition. It implies formation of new materials from engineered electrically small particles (meta-particles) [38]. A vast arrays of studies have been initiated to design metamaterials from microwave to optical frequencies. In microwave frequency range, printed circuit board (PCB) based inclusions are dominated to mimic MNG properties, including but not limited to split ring resonators (SRRs) [34], spiral elements [39], fractal Hilbert curve unit cells [40,41], rose curve elements [42]; to mimic ENG properties, complementary SRRs [43,44], wire rods or plates [32,45], and meander lines [46] had been investigated. In terahertz or optical range, nano-technologies are favored to assemble periodically arranged nano-wires and nano-particles (self-assembled materials) [47,48], fishnet structure [49], circle aligned paired-nanoparticles [50], amongst others.

As ideas based on tailoring the EM properties appeared, numerous applications based on metamaterials proliferated, leading to many profound impacts in nowadays technologies. One inspired application of metamaterial concept to this work’s interest is near-field
enhancement in imaging beyond diffraction limit [18, 51]. This application in principle is to enhance the evanescent wave in the near-field to construct a super-resolution image where the evanescent wave would be completely lost using a conventional lens with positive EM properties (Fig. 1.2). Enlightened by the above work, Boybay and Ramahi proposed a theoretical work on sensitivity enhancement using DNG and SNG media with light loss in 2009 [52], where DNG and SNG were first applied to near-field sensing in microwave regime. They also numerically demonstrated the sensitivity enhancement of a waveguide loaded with a 0.85\( \text{mm} \) thick SNG in terms of phase variation at 1\( \text{mm} \) stand-off distance [52]. Later on, an experimental verification on enhanced sensitivity was demonstrated using a small loop probe inserted in a periodically arranged SRR medium in Ref. [53].

![Figure 1.2: Near-field enhancement. (a) Conventional lens with \( n = 1 \); (b) Super lens with \( n = -1 \)](image)

Inspired by these early works, I will propose a new MNP facilitated with a single meta-particle (i.e., an SRR) to achieve near-field enhancement of a low performance sensor. Details will be presented in Chapter 2. The sensing ability of the probe will be characterized by loss controllable liquid, and tested in biological tissue (i.e., ground chicken). Human tissue phantom is also investigated to sense the presence of abnormal lesion by
applying an electrically very small probe different from an SRR probe, which would pave the way for thereafter resonant particle labeled tumor sensing study in Chapter 5. The resonant particle is based on magnetostatic resonance which will be introduced in following Section 1.2.2. To detect such phenomenon in electrically very small volumes, a miniaturized probe with increased field confinement will be proposed and designated as two-loop resonator probe. The sensing mechanism will be expounded in Chapter 4 along with probe design details.

1.2.2 Localized magnetostatic surface resonance

Localized magnetostatic surface resonance (LMSR), was first proposed in the name of magnetostatic resonance through theoretical work on its eigenmodes in electrically very small arbitrary isotropic geometries having negative real permeability [35, 36]. According to EM duality, such magnetic phenomenon can be roughly considered as magnetic counter part of electrostatic resonance. However, there are some constraints on these pairing terminologies, as electrostatic resonance generally refers to resonant structures that are electrically very small with negative real permittivity; it is not associated to physics behind its occurrence, for instance free electron movement in alkali particles [54], bounded electron movement in ironic crystal particles, such as NaCl [54], or Bloch waves in metamaterial resonators [55]. These physics are closely associated to supporting materials, say natural material or metamaterials made by periodically structures.

Electrostatic resonances are typically referred localized surface excitations. The origin of surface excitation perhaps dates back to 1949 when Fröhlich derived polarization oscillation frequency in small spherical dielectric crystals whose permittivity function is based on one-oscillator Lorentz model [56,57]. This oscillation frequency, also referred to as Fröhlich frequency, occurs when the dielectric constant of a sphere, \( \epsilon \), and its surrounding medium, \( \epsilon_b \), satisfy the equality \( \epsilon = -2\epsilon_b \) [56]. The resonance exhibited (also referred to as Fröhlich
modes) when the equality is satisfied, is essentially the lowest surface mode derived from classical electromagnetics. This phenomenon was later referred to as surface phonon [56] or electronic resonance [54]. In 1957, Ritchie’s prediction of surface plasmon existence in metal thin film lead to the emergence of the next family of surface excitation, called localized SP, in electrically very small metal spheres whose permittivity is described by Drude model [58].

Surface phonon and surface plasmon are two common electrostatic resonances occurring in natural materials at optical frequencies. Their names phonon and plasmon refer to quantized lattice wave and quantized plasma (charge density) wave which imply the physics behind these two phenomena [56]. According to Drude-Lorentz-Sommerfeld equation for the dielectric function [54],

\[ \epsilon = \epsilon_f + \delta \epsilon_b = 1 - \frac{\omega_{pe}^2}{\omega^2 + i\gamma \omega} + \sum_j \frac{S_j \omega_{pj}^2}{\omega_j^2 - \omega^2 - i\gamma_j \omega} \] (1.7)

where \( \epsilon_f \) is free electron contribution, \( \delta \epsilon_b \) is Lorentz oscillator contribution due to bounded electron movements, surface plasmon is due to free electron movement which is reflected in Drude susceptibility, the second term of Eq. 1.8; while surface phonon is due to bounded electron movement described by multiplicity of Lorentz oscillators in the last term [54]. Subscript \( e \) is appended to free electron parameters, and \( p \) is appended to plasma frequency. Parameter \( \gamma \) is damping factor, \( S \) is oscillator strength, and \( j \) refers to \( j \)th oscillator. The summation in the last term Eq. 1.8 allows the formulation to apply at a broad range of frequencies [56]. As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, due to absence of magnetic monopole, LMSR is not the magnetic counter part of surface plasmon, but the counter part of surface phonon. Therefore, the magnetic dispersion of LMSR is expected to have Lorentzian dispersion described as follows.
\[ \mu = 1 + \sum_j \frac{F_j \omega_{mj}^2}{\omega_j^2 - \omega^2 - i\gamma_{mj}\omega} = 1 + \sum_j \left( \frac{\omega_j}{\omega_{mj}} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_{mj}} \right)^2 - i\gamma_{mj} \frac{\omega}{\omega_{mj}} \] (1.8)

where subscript \( m \) refers to magnetic quantities, and \( F \) corresponds to magnetic oscillator strength. This dispersion have been widely used in mimicking magnetic dispersion of magnetic materials [59] and metamaterials [27,32–34].

Up to now, the physics and existence of LMSR is unknown. No experimental reports had demonstrated LMSR, and no detection mechanism was proposed to sense the LMSR in electrically small particles. The reason behind the absence of research may be due to lack of significant magnetic dispersion at optical frequencies [26]. A few recent works on non-linear dielectric liquids have demonstrated magneto-static behavior at discrete points along their surfaces at optical frequencies [60,61], whereas the electrically very small liquid form particles are not trivial to construct. Solid form metamaterial with low magnetic loss would be suitable due to proliferated metamaterial types at microwave frequencies, such as garnet [62,63], hexa ferrite [64–66], ferrites films [67,68], and magnetic metallic grains [67–71]. These materials possess significant magnetic dispersion that yields negativeness of real permeability at frequencies after that of ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic resonance (FMR). FMR was proposed by Griffiths in 1946 [72]. It is a resonant phenomenon happening at frequency where maximum magnetic absorption occurs. In 1948, shape dependency of FMR was also investigated in ferromagnetic spheres by Kittle [26,73]. Such resonance was later on categorized as homogeneous magnetostatic oscillation [26,74]. The inhomogeneous magnetostatic oscillations were found later in ferromagnetic spheres by Walker in 1957 [75]. Walker’s work was followed by extended study on ferrite spheres, disks and rods by Dillon [76–79]. It is very interesting to notice that the purpose of these earlier works were attempted to study the absorption behavior in magnetostatic oscillations modes. Henceforth, the characteristic equation is associated with rotation parameters (off diagonal imaginary values) in permeability tensor [75]. In a recent work on helical
mode resonance, negative quantities of permeability tensor diagonal values were explicitly addressed in small ferrimagnetic disks by Kamenetskii in 2010 [80, 81] to provide physical solution to magnetostatic potential. In Kamenetskii’s work the electrically very small disks were axially magnetized (magnetization perpendicular to circular surface), suggesting helicity along axial direction. This fact would be very crucial to distinguish the phenomenon observed in the experiments. Up to now, the physics of LMSR is unknown. No reports have demonstrated the potential applications on LMSR. Therefore, this work shall only focus on detecting electrically small resonant particles having effective negative permeability, designated as LMS resonant particles.

In this work, I shall focus on detection of LMS resonant particle with negative permeability in the direction of alternating field. An electrically very small near-field loop resonator will be constructed to detect LMSR. The detection methodology will be proposed, and the Lorentzian dispersion will be applied to predict possible experimental results. The detection of electrically small resonant particle with negative permeability in this work can have strong impact on marker-based sensing applications in biomedicine and bioengineering. Details will be presented in Chapter 4.

1.3 Outline of thesis

In Chapter 1, a literature review on development of MNPs and state of the art metamaterial science had been presented to provide motivation of MNP design from these inspirational works on metamaterials. Followed by the introduction of recently proposed magnetostatic resonance [35, 36], a literature review on these new magnetic concepts had been provided to demonstrate the motivation of near-field detection of such magnetic resonance. The remaining of this dissertation will be outlined as follows.

Chapter 2 will focus on proposal of a new near-field probe based on evanescent wave en-
hancement concept implemented by single metamaterial unit structure, single SRR, placed next to a simple loop resonator. A spectrum analysis based on spatial harmonics at the probe plane will be illustrated, suggesting the predicted evanescent wave enhancement in comparison with the loop resonator without insertion of SRR. Numerical simulations will be carried out to validate the SRR probe design and verified by experiments. The probe will be tested and characterized in the presence of a small metallic abnormality buried in lossy medium. The resolution of the probe will be demonstrated.

The sensing scenario for a biological medium can be further extended to the human tissue environment, such as breast tissue. In Chapter 3, an anatomically realistic breast phantom will be constructed for near-field sensing using a narrow band probe to avoid dispersion. Two different sizes of tumor will be embedded at five different locations respectively. Variations of probe reflection coefficient will be observed. Such probing scenario can be beneficial to magnetic marker labeled tumor sensing in the future.

In Chapter 4, the SRR probe will be improved by a miniaturization design to confine the magnetic field to a smaller region. A circuit model will be proposed for the miniaturized probe. To perform the detection of electrically small particles with negative permeability, the model will be re-solved after loading an isotropic magnetic sphere placed concentrically with the loops using magnetostatic boundary condition at the sphere surface. A detection methodology will be proposed and expounded using this circuit model. The effect on insertion of a resonant sphere will be discussed under magnetostatic resonance condition in premise of negative real permeability. The sensing signature of two resonances in probe reflection coefficient is theoretically predicted and validated by full-wave numerical simulations. Experiments will be presented using ferrimagnetic particles having effective negative real permeability in direction of a microwave excitation.

At the end, suggested future work will be proposed in Chapter 5, the contributions in this dissertation work will be concluded in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2

Microwave Split-Ring-Resonator Probe

MNPs can be constructed differently with the primary objective of creating a detection element (tip or probe) that is highly sensitive to the morphology and composition of materials placed next to it. As mentioned in Chapter 1, some near-field probes are transmission line resonators terminated with a probing aperture [4, 82], or simple open-ended transmission lines [14, 15]. Other probe types include transmission lines or resonators ended with a sharpened tip or a small loop [8, 12, 13, 83]. The electromagnetic field of above MNPs is highly confined to the close proximity of the small aperture, the sharp tip or loop, but decays as field travels away from the probing end. Therefore, their applications are actually constrained to samples with low surface roughness and to laboratory environment where the standoff distance (distance between the object to be detected and the probe) is controlled in the order of micrometers by vibration-control equipment [12]. Advancement in metamaterials has offered a new perspective in constructing near-field probes, especially in the range of microwave frequencies, as the unit cells of the metamaterials can be made by printed circuit technology.
2.1 Design idea

Earlier theoretical work on double negative media (DNG) and single negative media (SNG) showed that such media can enhance the sensitivity of generic near-field probes by increasing the evanescent field energy in the close proximity of the probe [52]. A $\mu$-negative SNG medium was realized for a probe made of an electrically small loop [84]. The SNG medium was realized using a stack of split-ring resonators (SSRs) [34, 84]. The effective permeability of the SRR medium was characterized using transmission reflection extraction method [85], assuming the composite medium is made of infinite number of SRR particles placed periodically as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.1. The resonant frequency of the SRR medium depends on not only the periodicity of the unit cells but also the coupling between them. Figure 2.1 shows a typical effective permeability of infinitely periodic stacks of SRR particles. The effective permittivity of the composite medium is dependent on the polarization of the incident field, which is assumed to be perpendicular to the plane of the SRR particles. However, it was noticed that only a small region in the SNG volume was excited and only this region contributed to the enhancement in the detection [84]. Inspired by this observation, a probe with only a single SRR is constructed. Compared to a loop without an SRR, the evanescent field in the close proximity of the probe is expected to enhance.

2.2 Probe design

SRR is the most common element or particle used to design metamaterials having either enhanced positive permeability or negative permeability. In Fig. 2.2, the SRR is made of two concentric loops with splits on opposite sides. The time varying magnetic flux of an external excitation penetrates the area encircled by the inclusions, and produces an induced surface current on the metal traces. Due to the splits, the current is forced to flow between the loops, creating resonance at a wavelength much larger than the size of the
Figure 2.1: A demonstration of effective permeability of periodically arranged SRRs.

Figure 2.2: A rectangular broad-side coupled SRR printed on a substrate.

Unlike works where the interest is in constructing single or double negative medium, the interest here is on the resonance behavior rather than the frequency over which the effective permeability is either positive or negative. Therefore, in this chapter, the resonance behavior of a single SRR is exploited. At the resonance, the SRR achieves maximum electrical energy in distributed capacitance between the loops, and maximum magnetic en-
ergy in loop enclosures. To this end, the SRR is an open resonator which makes it highly susceptible to its neighborhood environment. Hence it is proposed to detect changes in its vicinity [86].

In sub-surface detection techniques, a compromise is made when choosing the operation frequency. The lower the frequency is the deeper the penetration of the field inside the medium under study, however, the wider the distribution of the field at the probing end (larger dimension of the probe), implying less detection resolution. On the other hand, the higher the frequency, the lower the field penetration, but the higher the concentration (smaller dimension of the probe) and consequently higher the detection resolution. Therefore, the selection of frequency is not of great interest here. The main objective of this work is to demonstrate that one single meta-particle with appropriate excitation would act as a sensitive sensor.

In this work, the resonant frequency of the probe is chosen at around $1GHz$ where penetration of microwave is in the order of centimeters in high loss media, such as meat and human tissue [87, 88]. The probe introduced here is composed of a single SRR and a rectangular loop as shown in Fig. 2.3. The primary purpose of the rectangular loop is to excite the SRR with a magnetic field polarized in $z$-direction. The loop is square shape with dimension of $20mm \times 20mm$. The SRR designed in this work is typically referred to as a broad-side coupled [89] with two rectangular metallic traces on the top and bottom of a low-loss substrate, as shown in Fig. 2.3(a). The substrate is Rogers Duroid 4350 with dielectric constant of 3.48, loss tangent of 0.004 at $10GHz$. The thickness of the substrate is $0.762mm$. The size of the metallic traces of the SRR is $10mm \times 10mm$ with an opening of $1mm \times 1mm$. The substrate dimension is $16mm \times 16mm$. The tail of the loop excitation is $87.5mm$ measured from the gap of the loop to the end of the tail. The morphology and the operating frequency of the SRR were chosen as an example to demonstrate the sensitivity enhancement. Other frequencies can also be chosen with appropriately designed SRRs.
2.3 Theory of evanescent wave enhancement

The effect of attaching an SRR to a classical square loop probe can be analyzed by studying the spectrum of the field in the close proximity of the probe. Spectral or Fourier analysis reveals the strength of each spatial harmonic on a selected plane and the presence or absence of evanescent fields which are critical in near-field detection. To this end, the spectrum of the $z$-component of the magnetic field ($H_z$) is calculated over the x-y plane parallel to the plane of the SRR. The spectrum is given by the Fourier transformation

$$F(k_x, k_y) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} H_z(x, y)e^{-j(k_xx+k_yy)}\, dx\, dy$$

(2.1)

where $k_x$ and $k_y$ are the components of the wave vector in the $x$ and $y$ directions, respectively. Each $(k_x, k_y)$ combination represents a spatial harmonic and $F(k_x, k_y)$ represents its magnitude or strength. The distribution of $H_z$ was calculated using the full-wave simulator Microwave Studio CST 2012. If the spatial components, $k_x$ and $k_y$, are normalized by $k_0 = \omega\sqrt{\mu_0\epsilon_0}$, where $\mu_0$ and $\epsilon_0$ are the permeability and permittivity of free space, respectively, and $\omega = 2\pi f$ corresponds to frequency of interest. The dispersion relationship
is expressed as

\[
\left( \frac{k_x}{k_0} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{k_y}{k_0} \right)^2 = 1 - \left( \frac{k_z}{k_0} \right)^2 \tag{2.2}
\]

At \(k_z = 0\), the dispersion relationship reduces to \((k_x/k_0)^2 + (k_y/k_0)^2 = 1\), which describes a unit circle as shown in Fig. 2.4. The circle represents the cutoff condition for the propagation in the z-direction. If \(k_z\) is real, the right-hand side of Eq. (2.2) is less than 1, indicating any spatial harmonics inside the unit circle represent waves propagating in the z-direction. On the other hand, if \(k_z\) is imaginary, the right-hand side of Eq. (2.2) is greater than unity, implying that any spatial harmonics outside the unit circle represents a field that evanesces in the z-direction. Therefore, the spectrum of the normalized spatial components unveils the distribution and strength of each spatial harmonic and its propagation or evanescence behavior.

Figure 2.4: Spectrum analysis based on unit circle criterion.

Figure 2.5(a) and (b) show the \(H_z\) field distribution on an x-y plane positioned 864\(\mu\)m above the plane of the loop without the SRR and the corresponding amplitude of \(F(k_x, k_y)\) in the \(k_x - k_y\) plane, respectively. Fig. 2.5(b) is normalized spectrum with respect to loop operation frequency 3.93\(GHz\). Fig. 2.6(a) and Fig. 2.6(b) show the \(H_z\) field distribution
on an x-y plane positioned 864\(\mu m\) above the plane of the loop (SRR surface plane) with the SRR and the corresponding amplitude of \(F(k_x, k_y)\) in the \(k_x - k_y\) plane, respectively. Fig. 2.6(b) is normalized spectrum with respect to SRR probe operation frequency of 1.214\(GHz\). These calculations clearly demonstrate that the evanescent magnetic field in z-direction is significantly enhanced due to the insertion of the SRR. Hence, the sensitivity of the probe in z-direction is expected to increase.

It is also interesting to observe the spectrum of the SRR probe in presence of a perturbation, for instance, metallic cubes with size of 1\(mm\) and 0.5\(mm\) placed in the center of the loops. By comparing the spectrum before (Fig. 2.7 (a)) and after the perturbation (Fig. 2.7 (b) and (c), where (b) for cube size of 1\(mm\) and (c) for cube size of 0.5\(mm\)), one can observe that the evanescent waves with higher wavenumber (\(k_x\) and \(k_y\)) are increased due to perturbation of metallic cubes.

2.4 Applications in lossy medium sub-surface detection

From the above spectrum analysis, it can be concluded that the evanescent wave gathered in the near-field would be beneficial to detect a target placed in the close proximity of the probe. In the following sections, a target will be detected in a background medium using the SRR probe. Such detection is referred to as sub-surface detection that resembles several important engineering applications such as detection of biological anomalies in human tissue [90], detection of land mines in soil [91], and detection of steel in concrete [92]. These techniques require durability of the probe as the background deteriorates the signal due to absorption loss.

To have host medium with controllable permittivity, sodium chloride (NaCl) solution is used as its conductive loss can be controlled by varying the salinity of the solution
Figure 2.5: Field distribution and its spectrum for a loop probe. (a) The field distribution of $H_z$. (b) The spectrum of $H_z$ in normalized $k_x-k_y$ plane. The Fourier transform of the data presented in (a) is used to generate the spectrum.
Figure 2.6: Field distribution and its spectrum for the same loop probe loaded with SRR (the SRR probe). (a) The field distribution of $H_z$. (b) The spectrum of $H_z$ in normalized $k_x$-$k_y$ plane. The Fourier transform of the data presented in (a) is used to generate the spectrum.
Figure 2.7: Field spectrum three-dimensional plot of $H_z$ in normalized $k_x - k_y$ plane before and after presence of metallic cubes with different sizes. (a) The spectrum for SRR probe. (b) The spectrum for cube size of 1mm. (c) The spectrum for cube size of 0.5mm.
according to Klein and Swift’s model [93] at microwave frequencies. Their model was
improved from Debye dispersion model (Eq. (2.3)) for practical use, as some parameters
(i.e., static permittivity, $\epsilon_s$) can be calculated by measurable quantities, such as salinity
($S$) and temperature ($T$).

$$
\epsilon = \epsilon_\infty + \frac{\epsilon_s - \epsilon_\infty}{1 + (j\omega\tau)^{1-\alpha}} - j \frac{\sigma}{\omega \epsilon_0}
$$

(2.3)

where $\epsilon_\infty$ is permittivity at infinite frequency, $\sigma$ is conductivity, $\tau$ is relaxation time, and
$\alpha$ is empirical parameter that describes the distribution of relaxation times. At lower
frequencies, $\alpha = 0$. The expressions of the parameters in Eq. (2.3) associated with $S$ and
$T$ are enumerated as follows.

$$
\epsilon_s = (87.134 - 1.949 \times 10^{-1}T - 1.276 \times 10^{-2}T^2 + 2.491 \times 10^{-4}T^3)
\times (1 + 1.613 \times 10^{-5}ST - 3.656 \times 10^{-3}S
+ 3.21 \times 10^{-5}S^2 - 4.232 \times 10^{-7}S^3)
$$

(2.4a)

$$
\tau = (1.768 \times 10^{-11} - 6.086 \times 10^{-13}T + 1.104 \times 10^{-14}T^2 - 8.111 \times 10^{-17}T^3)
\times (1 + 2.282 \times 10^{-5}ST - 7.638 \times 10^{-4}S - 7.76 \times 10^{-6}S^2 + 1.105 \times 10^{-8}S^3)
$$

(2.4b)

$$
\sigma(T, S) = \sigma(25, S)e^{-\Delta \beta}
$$

(2.4c)

$$
\Delta = 25 - T
$$

(2.4d)

$$
\sigma(25, S) = S(0.182521 - 1.46192 \times 10^{-3}S + 2.09324 \times 10^{-5}S^2 - 1.28205 \times 10^{-7}S^3)
$$

(2.4e)

$$
\beta = 2.033 \times 10^{-2} + 1.266 \times 10^{-4} \Delta + 2.464 \times 10^{-6} \Delta^2
- S(1.849 \times 10^{-5} - 2.551 \times 10^{-7} \Delta + 2.551 \times 10^{-8} \Delta^2)
$$

(2.4f)

From Eq. (2.3) to Eq. (2.4f), loss control of NaCl solution can be implemented by varying
liquid salinity to produce different values of imaginary permittivity. The detection of
abnormalities in such loss controllable medium would help to characterize the capability of
a probe in sub-surface sensing with respect to background medium loss. The corresponding
conclusions would assist the estimation of biological sub-surface detection (i.e., in ground
chicken).
2.4.1 Probe design Validation

To validate the probe design through experimental measurements and numerical simulation, an SRR and an excitation loop were designed using the dimensions presented earlier. The magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient ($S_{11}$) were measured using an HP 8722ES vector network analyzer. The measurements were made over the 1GHz to 1.5GHz frequency range, with an IF bandwidth of 3kHz. The probe was fixed on to a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) board (Fig. 2.8) to insure immobility during testing. The $S_{11}$ was measured and compared with full wave simulation results obtained from CST Microwave studio 2012 as demonstrated in Fig. 2.9. The slight deviations between simulation and measurement in the levels of the magnitude and phase are attributed to the several assumptions, including mismatch of probe dimension in fabrication, and the lossless property of PVC medium used in the full wave simulation.

Figure 4.8 shows that at the resonant frequency, approximately 90% of the energy is delivered to the probe. Using numerical simulation, the radiation efficiency of the entire probe system was found to be negligible. This implies that most of the energy transmitted to the probe is dissipated as heat in the probe or probe medium. Under the assumption of the lossless property in PVC material, the power loss density (PLD) was calculated numerically and is shown in Fig. 2.10. The calculated PLD is defined as the time derivative of the incremental energy $dW$, dissipated in an incremental volume, $dV$, with incident power of 1 W, in Eq. (2.5). As expected, energy dissipation is confined to the substrate of the SRR as shown in Fig. 2.10.

$$PLD = \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{dW}{dV} \right) \quad (2.5)$$
Figure 2.8: (a) The unloaded probe with PVC fixture at the bottom. (b) The schematic of the structure in numerical simulation.
Figure 2.9: The $S_{11}$ of the unloaded probe is measured experimentally and compared with numerical results. (a) Magnitude of $S_{11}$ in dB. (b) Phase of $S_{11}$ in degrees.
2.4.2 Pre-detection calibration

Before sensing the abnormality in host medium, another important step is to examine the probe performance by loading the host medium, as any passive resonator design would suffer from deterioration of quality factor (Q-factor) [94]. This pre-detection calibration procedure is important because the resonant frequency of the SRR can change from that of the unloaded probe to the response when the probe is loaded with the host medium. The main interests of this work is sub-surface detection as opposed to characterization of material (which may be possible for future study). Therefore, host medium is considered to be lossy which is significantly more challenging than lossless host media due to field decay. In presence of a small abnormality in the lossy target medium, a more prominent change in the phase of the $S_{11}$ was observed in comparison to the change in its magnitude. This occurs because the amplitude of $S_{11}$ is mostly affected by the surface resistance of the host medium material [95]. An electrically-small buried object does not have significant effect on the surface resistance. Therefore, the detection was based on monitoring the phase shift according to the definition described above.
To attain maximum sensitivity for a specific host medium, the probe was calibrated for that specific host medium in the sense that the frequency selected for the operation of the probe corresponds to the resonant frequency of the SRR in the presence of the host medium. At resonant frequency, phase measurement has maximum sensitivity and dynamic range. In addition to microwave properties, any change in the standoff distance which is defined as the distance between the probe and host medium, also affects the phase response. A differential probe can be adopted as suggested in Ref [17, 96]. An equivalent approach is adopted here. First, a phase scan is taken without the buried object, then perform another scan with the buried object. By subtracting the two phase scans, a phase map over the scanning distance can be obtained. The maximum phase change indicates the presence of the buried object and its lateral location.

2.4.3 Saline water experiment

To demonstrate the increased sensitivity of the new probe system, experimental results of the loop with and without single SRR were compared. The NaCl solution was placed in an acrylic container with thickness of 6.35mm. The buried target is an Aluminum block with dimensions of 3.24mm × 3.24mm × 3.24mm. The block was attached to a scaled plastic rod to easily monitor and record vertical displacement. Fig. 2.11 shows the setups used for the experiment. The scanning stage is in the lower part, the acrylic box is placed above, and the aluminum cube is merged into the 1% NaCl solution.

By applying the improved model by Klein and Swift [93] for saline liquid as mentioned in Section 2.4, relative permittivity of the saline water from 0.5GHz to 2GHz was calculated. In addition, relative permittivity of the saline liquid was measured by using an open-ended coaxial line (RG-8). Kraszewski calibration method [97] was applied where distilled water was used as the standard calibration liquid. Kraszewski calibration method was improved by adding the loss of the coaxial line into the characteristic impedance of the coaxial
Figure 2.11: Configuration of the experimental setup. (a) The schematic of the experimental setup. (b) The entire scanning stage and the sample box. (c) The probe with PVC fixture at the bottom.
line. As a result, the mismatch between the coaxial line measurement and the model of Klein and Swift is less than 4% for real part of complex permittivity, and less than 7% for imaginary part of complex permittivity, as shown in Fig. 2.12. The mismatch is not of high importance in this work, as the objective here is merely to have a reasonable measure of the loss of the saline water in order to understand the effectiveness of the probe in detecting objects buried in lossy media. The primary objective is to detect the object buried in the host medium whose constitutive and loss characteristics may not be known in advance.

Figure 2.11(a) is a schematic of experimental setup, where the probe is positioned 1mm away from the bottom of the acrylic container. The Aluminum cube depth is the vertical distance between the bottom of the liquid container and the cube (Fig. 2.11(a)), and is controlled by a scaled rod (Fig. 2.11(c)). Following the calibration procedure mentioned in Section 2.4.2, the operation frequency was determined to be 1.218GHz. At this frequency, the measured relative permittivity of 1% saline solution is 76 – j24. By scanning the probe over the bottom of the box, a phase map was obtained. To eliminate the effect of standoff distance fluctuations, background phase change was recorded before immersing the Aluminum block into the solution. Figure 2.14 and Fig. 2.15 illustrate the phase changes obtained after subtracting the phase background noise for different object depths.

As the cube moved closer to the probe, maximum phase change of the SRR-enhanced probe increased as shown in Fig. 2.14 and Fig. 2.15. However, the probe without the SRR gave practically no phase change. A maximum phase change of 8° was observed for the probe with SRR as shown in Fig. 2.14(a) when the cube’s depth was 1mm while no obvious phase change was observed for the probe without SRR. A phase discrepancy from the two sides of the main lobe in Fig. 2.14 and Fig. 2.15 is due to uncertainty in the measurements of the distance between the probe and the bottom of the container. It is important to note that for the case of cube’s depth of 1mm, the total distance between the probe and cube is approximately 8.35mm.
Figure 2.12: 1% saline solution characterization (a) Real part of the relative permittivity. (b) Imaginary part of the relative permittivity.
Figure 2.13: Mismatch of theoretical and experimental results for characterization of 1% saline solution. (a) Mismatch for real part of relative permittivity. (b) Mismatch for imaginary part of relative permittivity.
Figure 2.14: Comparison of phase change for probe with and without SRR. The Aluminum block is placed at 35mm and scannings were performed for different object depths. (a) Object depth is 4mm. (b) Object depth is 3mm.
Figure 2.15: Comparison of phase change for probe with and without SRR. The Aluminum block is placed at 35mm and scannings were performed for different object depths. (a) Object depth is 2mm. (b) Object depth is 1mm.
When the loss of the host medium increases, the probe sensitivity is expected to decrease. To investigate the detection depth in different lossy media, measurements are conducted using pure distilled water and 1%, 2% and 3% NaCl solutions. The measured complex permittivities at the resonance frequency corresponding to the four media were $78.5 - j4.8$, $76.5 - j24$, $75.9 - j50.4$ and $73.3 - j71.9$, respectively. The depth of the Aluminum cube is controlled by adjusting the height of the rod (Fig. 2.11(c)). Fig. 2.16 shows the phase change with respect to the cube’s depth. Notice that even for the very lossy medium of 3% NaCl solution with a loss tangent of approximately unity, the probe was able to sense the presence of the cube with depth of 1 – 2 mm despite a standoff distance of 1 mm (air) and container thickness of 6.35 mm.

Figure 2.16: The phase due to the presence of the aluminum block in different testing media at maximum sensitivity.
2.4.4 Ground chicken experiments

To continue testing the proposed SRR probe in lossy medium, the biological tissue, ground chicken is considered for potential applications in food industry, such as food quality assurance [98]. The ground chicken was placed in a lexman box whose thickness is about 0.8\,mm. The probe is placed underneath the box less than 1\,mm away, as demonstrated in 2.17(a). Before moving the aluminum cube close to the probe, ground chicken with desired thickness needed to be pressed to have a smooth surface for sliding the aluminum cube hanged over the chicken layer. The probe was calibrated to the new resonance frequency after the prepared box was positioned on top of the probe with a standoff distance less than 1\,mm between the SRR and the bottom of the box. An aluminum cube with size of 6.24\,mm was used as the sensing target, and the phase changes were recorded while the cube was moved laterally. A phase change of 15° was observed (Fig. 2.17(b)) with respect to the phase detected when the cube was moved away from the probe.

2.5 Conclusion

A near-field probe made of a single SRR and a rectangular loop that serves as the excitation source was proposed in this chapter. Numerical and experimental studies were conducted to analyze the performance of the probe in lossy saline water and ground chicken. Experimental results indicate that the SRR enhances the evanescent field strength stored in the near-field region of the probe, thus substantially improving the sensitivity of the probe in comparison to the probe without SRR. The effective standoff distance used in the experiments is a total of acrylic container bottom layer (i.e., 6.35\,mm in saline water experiment, and 0.8\,mm in chicken experiment) and air gap between the container and the probe (i.e., 1\,mm in saline solution experiment, and less than 1\,mm in chicken experiment). Compared to probes with sharp tip, the proposed probe is durable and low cost, which can be suitable
Figure 2.17: The experiment with the rectangular probe with SRR. (a) The system setups; (b) The phase change over the moving distance for 6.24 mm cube and 2 mm thickness of ground chicken.
in industrial applications.
Chapter 3

One Loop Resonator Probe

In previous chapter, characterization of SRR probe for sensing a small metallic cube inside loss controllable saline solutions and hidden behind lossy ground chicken was presented. Basically, the sensing concept used in this work is to perceive the variation in probe’s $S_{11}$ in the presence of an abnormality buried or hidden in host medium. Aforementioned sensing concept requires a more sensitive probe when detecting abnormality in complex and inhomogeneous host medium, for instance human tissue. In this chapter, a human breast tissue is being considered as the host medium. A more challenging abnormality - tumorous lesion - is embedded in the breast tissue at different locations. This study would be of great interests for early breast cancer detection.

3.1 Microwave breast abnormality detection modalities

Breast cancer is one of the most common types of cancer in women. According to the report by American Cancer Society in 2010, the death rate caused by breast cancer in
women was as high as 19.2% [99]. Detection of breast cancer in its early stage, where the tumor size is mostly less than 2cm, saves women’s lives with a five year survival rate of 95% [100]. Screen-film mammography (SFM) is the only routinely used technology that has strong clinical evidence for effectiveness in breast cancer screening [101]. However, ionizing radiation from annually SFM increases the risk of developing breast cancer in women who are predisposed to this disease [102]. Ultrasound (US) is an inexpensive screening technique, whereas, the decision on identification of a lesion requires skilled radiologists and technologists [102]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), as a diagnostic adjunct to SFM and US, has high sensitivity in breast imaging, but suggests a higher rate of false-positive than mammography [102], and is subject to large screening expenses. Early breast cancer detection requires non-ionized, periodic, cost-effective, and mass screening. This suggests microwave screening or sensing as an outstanding candidate in the early stage breast cancer examination.

Attempts on breast cancer imaging using microwave sensing are considerably extensive, including tomography [103,104], holography [105], and radar techniques [104,106]. Microwave tomography employs narrow-band scanning signals that transmit through the breast tissue to reconstruct the dielectric properties of the breast. It generally leads to ill-posed nonlinear inverse scattering problems [104,107] which are computationally expensive but can be accurately simplified through linearizing approximations using priori knowledge of normal breast [108]. Microwave holography which is originally from electromagnetic holography [109,110] utilizes delay of the transmitted signal to recover three dimensional locations of the significant scatters in the tissue. Theoretically, its resolution is not subject to the wavelength of the source but is limited by the signal to noise ratio of the received back-propagating waves [105,109]. Radar technologies, in general, apply a wide band incident wave which reflects back from significant scattering surface to retrieve the structural profile from back-scattered waves in the breast rather than attempting to reconstruct the complete dielectric property profile [104,111].
Amongst these approaches, tumors are identified by different responses of breast tissue to scattered field [104, 108], reflected field [112, 113] or tissue’s dielectric properties [114]. With development of nanotechnology, there are also growing interests in microwave thermal therapy, such as microwave hypothermia and microwave ablation [115]. Due to structural complexity of human breast, most of the evaluations on previous techniques are limited to two dimensional or simplified breast models, resulting in insufficient involvement of physics on tissue-wave interaction from electromagnetics perspective. Therefore, the feasibilities of new ideas on microwave cancer detection or treatment techniques were not trivial to evaluate in realistic breast tissue. With advancement in numerical breast phantoms [106, 107, 116], microwave techniques started to have effective computational tools for evaluating new detection or treatment concept for breast cancer. A profound influence on development of numerical breast phantoms came from a latest study reported by Hagness group [117]. The phantom is an anatomically realistic three dimensional (3D) numerical model with accurate dielectric properties derived from T1-weighted MRI images using a piecewise-linear mapping method between MRI voxel intensity and dielectric properties. Aforementioned numerical phantom can be incorporated with individual microwave probe design in numerical simulation software, such as CST Microwave Studio where the dielectric properties of breast tissue are expressed by single-pole Cole-Cole parameters or approximated by single-pole Debye parameters at a wide band frequency [117]. These breast phantoms make numerical simulations more realistic in concept validation of microwave probe design.

3.2 Probing mechanism

Since most of the microwave detection techniques suffer from tissue dispersion at board frequency range [118], a narrow band sensing approach is proposed in this work. In this scenario, the feasibility of a new probing scheme is validated with the assistance of afore-
mentioned anatomically realistic breast tissue using full-wave numerical simulations. With the knowledge built on microwave near-field probes in Chapter 2, an electrically small narrow band probe will be presented, which is essentially a surface receiving coil in MRI [119]. A numerical breast phantom will be constructed. The detection capacity of the probe will be tested with a tumor (5mm and 10mm) embedded at different locations in the breast phantom.

3.3 Construction of numerical breast phantom

The MRI data of the breast phantom is obtained from the website of University of Wisconsin [117]. The breast ID number is 012204 in classification category II. The size of the phantom data file is approximately 33MB with voxel size of 0.5mm × 0.5mm × 0.5mm. The actual number of tissue types in terms of dielectric constant in this breast phantom is 502259 (about 0.5MB). Due to computational limitation, the dielectric constant was rounded into integer to reduce the number of tissue types. As a result, the number of tissue types was decreased to 64. Fig. 3.1 demonstrates the three-dimensional breast phantom (breast ID number: 012204) using CST Microwave Studio 2010. To mimic the tumor detection, 5mm and 10mm tumors are embedded into the normal breast phantom, respectively. The dielectric constant of the tumor is 50 with conductivity of 1s/m. The position of the tumor is randomly selected since the interest here is to sense the change of $S_{11}$ in the presence of a random tumor.

3.4 Sensing using narrow band probe

The narrow band probe is designed using a microstrip loop and four capacitors placed on the traces. This probe is essentially a surface receiving coil for MRI [119, 120]. The design
Figure 3.1: The three-dimensional realistic numerical breast phantom model (breast ID: 012204) using CST Microwave Studio 2010. (a) Three-dimensional view. (b) X cross section. (c) Z cross section.
of the probe is demonstrated in Fig. 3.2. The dimension of the probe is 50.8\(mm\times50.8\,mm\) with metallic trace width of 3.175\(mm\). The capacitors are placed in the cuts with size of 1\(mm\) in width. The capacitors on two flanked sides have the same capacitance of 8.2\(pF\). The one in parallel with the port has value of 67\(pF\). The other capacitor placed on the trace opposite to the port is 5.7\(pF\). Figure 3.3 represents the \(S_{11}\) of the unloaded probe. The simulated resonant frequency of the probe is measured at 293.5\(MHz\). The band width of 2.1\(MHz\) at \(-3dB\) level.

10\(mm\) and 5\(mm\) tumor were tested separately at five locations inside the breast phantom. The positions are abbreviated as P1-P5, respectively. Figure 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate the cross section of the breast phantom with different tumor locations for tumor size of 5\(mm\). Note that tumor locations and the tumor shapes are not the main detection interests, and these parameters are selected to demonstrate the feasibility of using a sensitive probe for detecting the presence of a small tumor embedded in a breast tissue.

Figure 3.6 and 3.7 represent the variation of probe’s \(S_{11}\) due to 10\(mm\) and 5\(mm\) tumor, respectively. As shown in both figures, even with the 5\(mm\) tumor, the probe exhibits
approximately 6° phase change. Whereas, location information of 5\textit{mm} tumor is basically indistinguishable, as the phase curves for position P1-P5 almost overlap to each other. The 10\textit{mm} tumor yields appreciable variations in the phase when it’s placed at different positions. Such variations are more than an order of magnitude larger than that of 5\textit{mm} tumor.

The effect of standoff distance also is tested and shown in Fig. 3.8. Variations in magnitude of \textit{S}_{11} are observed for different standoff distances, which is due to energy coupling between the probe and the tissue sample. To increase the coupling, some options, such as matching gels can also be considered in real applications in the future.

### 3.5 Discussion

In this chapter, an anatomically realistic human breast phantom was constructed. An electrically very small narrow band probe was presented to possibly detect the presence of a tumor with size of 5\textit{mm} due to the permittivity, morphology, and location perturbation of...
Figure 3.4: The tumor is located at random positions in the breast tissue with size of 5mm. (a) Tumor located at P1 ($x = 90mm$, $y = 82.5mm$, $z = 82.5mm$). (b) Tumor located at P2 ($x = 82.5mm$, $y = 52.5mm$, $z = 77.5mm$). (c) Tumor located at P3 ($x = 92.5mm$, $y = 77.5mm$, $z = 77.5mm$).
Figure 3.5: The abnormality is located at random positions in the breast tissue with size of 5mm. (a) Tumor located at P4 ($x = 82.5\,mm$, $y = 87.5\,mm$, $z = 77.5\,mm$). (b) Tumor located at P5 ($x = 70\,mm$, $y = 82.5\,mm$, $z = 82.5\,mm$).

The tumor to the normal tissue. However, the location perturbation is not often appreciable in terms of probe’s $S_{11}$ due to the complex wave-tissue interactions within the breast. This problem in tumor detection using a loop resonator can be tackled after introducing the technique of using LMS resonant particles as tumor marker. The sensing theory will be proposed in the future work.
Figure 3.6: Variations in probe’s $S_{11}$ before and after the 10mm tumor is embedded at different positions. Tumor locations are P1 ($x = 82.5\, mm$, $y = 52.5\, mm$, $z = 52.5\, mm$), P2($x = 82.5\, mm$, $y = 52.5\, mm$, $z = 77.5\, mm$), P3($x = 90\, mm$, $y = 82.5\, mm$, $z = 82.5\, mm$), P4($x = 82.5\, mm$, $y = 87.5\, mm$, $z = 77.5\, mm$), and P5($x = 70\, mm$, $y = 82.5\, mm$, $z = 82.5\, mm$). (a) Magnitude of $S_{11}$ in dB. (b) Phase of $S_{11}$ in degree.

Figure 3.7: Variations in probe’s $S_{11}$ before and after the 10mm tumor is embedded at the same five different positions as enumerated in the caption of Fig. 3.6.
Figure 3.8: Probe response in magnitude of $S_{11}$ at different standoff distance. “−” represents moving away from the tissue; “+” represents moving forward to the tissue. 0mm is corresponding to a distance of 2.5cm measured from the loop plane to the top of the normal breast tissue.
Chapter 4

Two Loop Resonator Probe

Having presented the SRR probe in Chapter 2, one can observe that such probe as an open resonator may be also sensitive to a magnetic perturbation due to the exposure of the magnetic flux created by the loops. To further confine the magnetic field concentration of the probe to smaller region, a miniaturized probe design will be proposed in this Chapter, designated as two loop resonator probe. The miniaturized design can be applied to detect localized magnetostatic surface (LMS) resonant particles, as resonant magnetic particles have many attractive possibilities in biomedicine and biomedical engineering, such as cell selection [121], drug delivery [122], and contrast agent [123].

The conventional magnetic markers used in aforementioned areas are commonly ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic or superparamagnetic particles with size from a few nanometers to micrometers such that they can approach to different dimensions of biological entities such as a cell, a virus, a protein, or a gene [124]. Since these magnetic particles have magnetism forms of paramagnetism or superparamagnetism (in order of tens of nanometers or less), their movements can be under control in an external magnetic field. In cell separation or selection, wanted cells are labeled by ferro/ferrimagnetic nanoparticle or microspheres in biomaterial solutions or flows. The labeled cells can be collected by
applying static magnetic field or magnetic field gradient to the target media. The rest solutions can be therefore removed or flushed away [121, 124]. Similarly, in drug delivery, magnetically labeled drug carriers can be concentrated to the target lesion under external magnetic field gradient and ensure the effectiveness of the drug therapy [122, 124]. Some magnetic particles also have been used as contrast enhanced agent in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [123, 124], such as commercially available superparamagnetic nanoparticles. The underlying principle of contrast enhancement in MRI is that the presence of magnetic particles in pathologic tissue induces the local variations of magnetic susceptibility of the system, affecting the dephasing and shortening the spin-spin relaxation time, thus it can be effectively distinguished from normal tissue [123]. Another important application of conventional magnetic makers is artificially induced hypothermia. Magnetic particles can resonantly react to time-varying magnetic field, yielding thermal effect in local pathologic tissue. For instance, heating energy can be magnetically induced from the hysteresis property of ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic (FM) particles under varying magnetic field [125]. The heat can be also transferred due to particle’s Brownian rotation and atomic Néel process within individual particles whose size is under FM ones due to superparamagnetism [124,125].

LMS resonant particles may considered as another class of magnetic markers, as the magnetostatic resonant behavior would yield many potential applications. Possible applications will be proposed in Chapter 5 at the end of this dissertation work. In this Chapter, the focus is on constructing of a magnetic sensitive probe to detect electrically very small LMS resonant particles as mentioned in the beginning of this Section.

As stated in Section 1.2.2, LMSR occurs to electrically very small volume having negative real permeability. The previous work on LMSR [36] was proposed to find the eigen modes of an isotropic arbitrary shape volume under magnetostatic condition $\nabla \times \mathbf{H} = 0$. The eigen modes were excited in premise of a particle with negative real permeability. To simplify the previous problem in finding the value of negative real permeability due
to specific geometry, spherical or ellipsoidal shapes are considered, as the values can be attained from those of electrostatic resonance using EM duality. Details on permeability dependent resonant condition will be listed in Appendix B. Using the negative permeability values found for resonance, visualization of LMSR will be demonstrated for an isotropic resonant sphere, leading to observation of energy confinement and strong scattered field in its close vicinity. By placing such a sphere in the center of the two loop resonator, the strong magnetic confinement at LMSR would increase the magnetic flux through the loops, leading to current alternations in the loops. This near-field coupling of the two loops will be formulated using linear transformer theory. The inductance changes due to the presence of the sphere will be solved using magnetostatic boundary condition at the sphere surface. The LMSR detection mechanism based on inductance variations will be expounded. A two resonance detection signature will be presented with full-wave numerical validations. This mechanism is expandable to other LMS resonant shapes, such as disks. Numerical simulations and experimental verifications will be presented for disk shapes.

4.1 Field demonstration of LMSR in isotropic spheres

To further observe magneto-static resonance in subwavelength forms, such as spheres, analytical solutions are formulated to demonstrate this phenomenon, as the formulation of the solutions can be obtained from Mie theory that have been considerably used to study small particle scattering. The solutions are presented in terms of scattering coefficients \((a_n, b_n)\) and absorption coefficients \((c_n, d_n)\). Details are elaborated in Appendix A along with the ones for coated spheres. From the expressions of the scattering and absorption coefficients, the LMSR conditions can be derived to find the required negative real permeability. These conditions are obtained for a single sphere and a sphere with coating as expressed in Eq. \((A.22)\) and Eq. \((A.23)\) in Appendix A.
Figure 4.1 demonstrates the LMSR of a single sphere with diameter of 1.4mm, approximately \(\lambda/185\), where \(\lambda = 258.6\text{mm}\) is the wavelength in free space, corresponding to \(f = 1.16\text{GHz}\). The sphere’s relative permeability is \(-2\), calculated from \(\mu_1 = -2\mu_b\) (Eq. (A.22)), where \(\mu_b\) is the permeability of the surrounding medium. In Fig. 4.1, the surrounding medium is assumed to be vacuum. Some magnetic loss of \(0.1i\) was also considered. The enhanced scattered field and confined magnetic field are observed. As expected, the magnetic field inside the sphere is uniform (\(\nabla \times H = 0\)).

![Figure 4.1: Scattered and internal magnetic field distribution for sphere in \(y0z\) plane.](image)

**4.2 Probe design idea**

From circuit point of view, SRR probe resonance \((f)\) is determined by the self and mutual inductance \((L)\) of the loops and the distributed capacitance \((C)\) created by the parallel loop planes, \(\omega = 2\pi f = 1/\sqrt{LC}\). To further shrink the loop area from SRR probe design, while
keeping the resonance at relatively low frequency, the capacitance is expected to increase to a desired value. Therefore, a capacitor is introduced to miniaturize the loop size. The capacitor is placed in the top SRR gap to replace the distributed capacitance created by the bottom one as shown in Fig. 4.2, adding the ability in selection of operation frequency. This new probe is a one-port device that consists of two printable concentric loops on a dielectric substrate as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.2: The idea of a two loop resonator.

4.3 Probe design

To maintain higher quality factor, the square shapes are still adopted. Figure 4.3 demonstrates the probe dimensions. The sizes of the outer and inner loop are $W_1 = 12\, mm$ and $W_2 = 7\, mm$. The loops’ trace widths are $d_1 = 0.5\, mm$ and $d_2 = 0.2\, mm$. Copper lands dimensions are $d_3 = 1\, mm$ in width and $d_5 = 1.1\, mm$ in length, and their spacing $d_4$ is $1\, mm$. The spacing between feeding line of excitation loop is labeled as $d_6 = 2\, mm$. The
substrate used here is Rogers Duroid 5880. A hole with radius of $R_2 = 1\,mm$ is carved within the substrate to hold the sensing target at the center of the loops.

![Design of two loop resonator probe.](image)

Figure 4.3: Design of two loop resonator probe.

To detect particles in order of a few millimeters or even smaller, the above probe size can be further miniaturized. The corresponding new dimensions are described in the same notations with different values. The new sizes of the outer and inner loop are $W_1 = 4\,mm$ and $W_2 = 2\,mm$. The new loops’ trace widths are $d_1 = 0.462\,mm$ and $d_2 = 0.1\,mm$. The soldering pad are shrank to $d_3 = 0.5\,mm$ and $d_5 = 0.35\,mm$, their spacing $d_4$ is $0.3\,mm$. The feeding line gap $d_6$ is $0.2\,mm$.

### 4.4 Theoretical model

To understand the near-field coupling of the loops and ensure maximum energy transfer from the feed to the probe, I proposed a circuit model of the two loop resonator probe using linear transformer theory. From circuit perspective, the outer loop of the probe behaves as an excitation source while the inner one acts as a resonator whose capacitance can be tuned or selected. The probe resonance is created by the capacitor and the self and mutual
inductances of the loops. The source energy can be effectively transferred from the feeding loop to the inner loop through proper mutual inductive coupling between the two loops. This near-field coupling can be explained by the proposed circuit model in Fig. 4.4(b), where the loop self and mutual inductances are denoted as $L_1$, $L_2$ and $M$. The Ohmic losses for the loops are designated as $R_1$, $R_2$, and the currents flowing in them are labeled with $I_1$ and $I_2$.

![Figure 4.4: Circuit model of two loop resonator probe. (a) Probe composed of two concentric loops. (b) Probe mutual inductive coupling model.](image)

The size of the probe can be made very small compared to the wavelength, producing highly confined magnetic field within the small region surrounding the loops. Due to small size feature, quasi-static approximation can be used to calculate the loop inductances $L_1$, $L_2$ and $M$. Henceforth, the probe’s input impedance, $Z_{in}$, can be derived as

$$Z_{in} = R_1 + j\omega L_1 + \frac{\omega^2 M^2}{R_2 + j\omega L_2 + (j\omega C)^{-1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)$$

where $\omega$ is the angular frequency of interest. The reflection coefficient is then calculated as $S_{11} = (Z_{in} - Z_s)/(Z_{in} + Z_s)$, where $Z_s$ is the source impedance (probe’s input impedance). To ensure effective coupling, the loop dimensions and their spacing can be optimized.
4.5 Applications in detecting LMSR

Employing the proposed miniaturized probe to LMSR is of importance due to the fact that few magnetic sensors work at room temperature in giga hertz in the literature. Magnetic sensitive sensors mainly contain but not limited to Superconduction Quantum Interference Device (SQUID), fluxgate magnetometer, Hall-effect magnetometer, and magnetoresistive devices. SQUID utilizes direct current (DC) or alternating current (AC) Josephson effect in superconductors [126,127]. Subtle change in external magnetic field [127,128] yields current inequality or variation in loop branches. This subtle change is captured by peripheral circuits at DC or AC frequencies. Micro-sized SQUID is applied in scanning microscopy to image magnetic strength on the surface due to its high sensitivity. Fluxgate magnetometer employs magnetization and demagnetization properties (B - H curve) of susceptible magnetic core. Such properties can be affected by the presence of an external magnetic field, leading to current mismatch in primary and secondary loops [129]. Hall-effect magnetometer measures high magnetic field via voltage difference across semiconductors or conductors. The voltage difference originates from imbalance electrons and holes accumulated at the edges of current carriers due to strong magnetic force [130]. Magnetoresistive sensor is made of some magnetic material whose electric resistance can be altered by applied magnetic field [131]. Such devices are massively produced as integrated circuits.

Amongst these magnetometers, SQUID is the most sensitive detector that measures magnetic field strength as low as 5 atto-Tesla. Commercially available SQUIDs are often operated at direct current or within the low microwaves regime [127,132]. However, SQUID system is bulky and costly because of its cooling system. Furthermore, high temperature SQUID is subject to high noise level [127]. Magnetometers are limited to measurements at DC or low frequencies fields due to temperature alternations [133], steady state requirement [130], or high frequency noise limitations [131]. Since few magnetic probes work at giga Hertz at room temperature, the two loop resonator proposed is of great importance.
4.5.1 Detection mechanism for isotropic Lorentzian dispersive sphere

When placing a magnetic sphere within the probe as seen in Fig. 4.5(c), the effective surrounding medium of the loops changes, leading to changes in the loop inductances. The magnetic perturbation leads to impedance change of the probe, as shown in Fig. 4.5(d). Such perturbation is most effective when the sphere’s magnetic polarizability coincides with loop axis. The change in the loop inductances arising from the presence of the sphere, denoted as \( \Delta L_1, \Delta L_2 \) and \( \Delta M \) in Fig. 4.5(d), can be calculated analytically (in spherical coordinate) assuming the inserted sphere is isotropic.

It’s known that the self-inductance \( L \) can be represented by the integral of the magnetic vector potential \( \Phi \) along a closed loop as

\[
L_1 = \frac{\Phi_1}{I_1} = \frac{1}{I_1} \oint A_{\phi} \cdot dl
\]

In presence of an isotropic magnetic sphere with relative permeability \( \mu_r \) concentrically placed inside the loop, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.6, the contribution to self inductance after insertion of the sphere can be represented in terms of different geometric contribution as \( A_\phi + A_{\phi}^{1,2} \) according to the additivity of magnetic vector potential, where \( A_\phi \) is the contribution due to the circular loop, and \( A_{\phi}^{1,2} \) is the contribution due to the sphere, where the superscript 1, 2 correspond to the region outside and inside the sphere, respectively. The magnetic vector potential due to a single circular loop concentric with a magnetic sphere is expressed as Eq. (4.2) for the region outside sphere, and as Eq. (4.3) for the region within the sphere [134].

\[
A_{\phi} + A_{\phi}^1 = \frac{\mu_0 I \sin \alpha}{2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ \frac{1}{n(n+1)} \left( \frac{r}{a} \right)^n + A_n \left( \frac{b}{r} \right)^{n+1} \right] P_n^1(\cos \alpha) P_n^1(\cos \theta) \quad (b < r < a)
\]

(4.2)
Figure 4.5: Detection mechanism. (a) Probe composed of two concentric loops. (b) Probe mutual inductive coupling model. (c) Probe loaded with magnetic sphere. (d) Parameter variations in mutual inductive coupling model.
\[ A_\phi + A_\phi^2 = \frac{\mu_0 I \sin \alpha}{2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ \frac{1}{n(n+1)} \left( \frac{r}{a} \right)^n + B_n \left( \frac{r}{b} \right)^n \right] P_n^1(\cos \alpha)P_n^1(\cos \theta) \quad (r < b) \quad (4.3) \]

where

- \( A_\phi \): magnetic vector potential of circular loop at any point \((r, \theta, \phi)\)
- \( A_\phi^1 \) and \( A_\phi^2 \): magnetic vector potential of the sphere at any point \((r > b, \theta, \phi)\) and \((r < b, \theta, \phi)\)
- \( P_n^1 \): legendre function of first order and degree \( n \)
- \( \alpha \): describes the position where the circular loop is located. If origin is at center of the loop, \( \alpha = \pi/2 \)
- \( a, b \): radius of circular loop and sphere
- \( \left( \frac{b}{r} \right)^{n+1} \) and \( \left( \frac{r}{b} \right)^n \): term outside the sphere and term inside the sphere
- \( A_n \) and \( B_n \): coefficients
- \( \mu_0 \) is the permeability in vacuum

Figure 4.6: Sphere concentric with a circular loop.

Since the sphere is electrically very small, magnetostatic boundary conditions (BC) can be applied at the sphere surface where \( r = b \).
**B.C. I** \( \hat{n} \cdot (B_{b+} - B_{b-}) = 0 \), so \( B_n |_{b+} = B_n |_{b-} \). At the sphere’s surface, the radial component of \( B \) is continuous.

**B.C. II** \( \hat{n} \times (H_{b+} - H_{b-}) = 0 \), so \( H_t |_{b+} = H_t |_{b-} \). At the sphere’s surface, the tangential component of \( H \) is continuous.

From BC I, the relationship between \( A_n \) and \( B_n \) reduces to

\[
A_n = B_n \quad (4.4)
\]

From BC II, the condition at the surface \( r = b \) reduces to

\[
(\mu_r - 1)B_\theta + \mu_r B_\theta = B_\theta^2 \quad (4.5)
\]

Using

\[
B_\theta = -\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} (r A_\phi) \quad (4.6)
\]

The transverse magnetic field density can be calculated as

\[
B_\theta = -\frac{1}{r} \frac{\mu_0 I \sin \alpha}{2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ \frac{1}{n} \left( \frac{r}{a} \right)^n \right] P_n^1(\cos \alpha) P_n^1(\cos \theta) \quad (4.7)
\]

\[
B_\theta^1 = \frac{1}{r} \frac{\mu_0 I \sin \alpha}{2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ n A_n \left( \frac{b}{r} \right)^n \right] P_n^1(\cos \alpha) P_n^1(\cos \theta) \quad (4.8)
\]

\[
B_\theta^2 = -\frac{1}{r} \frac{\mu_0 I \sin \alpha}{2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ (n + 1) B_n \left( \frac{r}{b} \right)^n \right] P_n^1(\cos \alpha) P_n^1(\cos \theta) \quad (4.9)
\]

Substituting the expressions of transverse magnetic field density into Eq. (4.5), the second relationship of \( A_n \) and \( B_n \) can be obtained as

\[
\mu_r n A_n = (\mu_r - 1) \frac{1}{n} \left( \frac{b}{a} \right)^n - (n + 1) B_n \quad (4.10)
\]

Combining Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.10), the coefficient \( A_n \) and \( B_n \) can be derived as follows.

\[
A_n = B_n = \frac{\mu_r - 1}{n(n \mu_r + n + 1)} \left( \frac{b}{a} \right)^n \quad (4.11)
\]
Therefore, the self-inductance due to the presence of the sphere can be calculated from $A^1_{\phi}$ by substituting $A_n$.

$$\Delta L = \frac{1}{I} 2\pi a A^1_{\phi}|_{r=a_i}$$

(4.12)

Therefore, the self-inductance change of the two loops can be expanded from Eq. (4.12) as

$$\Delta L_i = \sum_{l=0}^{\infty} \frac{\pi \mu_0 (\mu_r - 1) (2l + 2) b^{4l+3} \left[ \frac{(2l+1)!!}{(2l+2)!!} \right]^2}{(2l+1)((2l+1)\mu_r + 2l + 2)a_i^{4l+2}}$$

(4.13)

where $a_i$ represents the radius of two different loops ($i = 1, 2$ for the outer and inner loops, respectively). $(2l + 1)!! = 1 \cdot 3 \cdot 5 \cdot \ldots \cdot (2l + 1)$ represents the factorial of odd numbers, and $(2l + 2)!! = 2 \cdot 4 \cdot 6 \cdot \ldots \cdot (2l + 2)$ corresponds to the factorial of even numbers.

Next, the calculation of the change in the mutual inductance is presented. In spherical coordinates, the mutual inductance $M$ of two loops concentric with an isotropic magnetic sphere shown in Fig. 4.7, is expressed by the integrals of the $\phi$ component of the magnetic vector potential caused by loop 1 along the closed path of loop 2 as

$$M_{12} = \frac{\Phi_{12}}{I_1} = \frac{1}{I_1} \oint A_{\phi 1} \cdot dl_2 \quad \frac{1}{I_2} \oint A_{\phi 2} \cdot dl_1 = M_{21} [134].$$

Figure 4.7: Sphere coaxial with two circular loops.

The change in the mutual inductance $\Delta M$ can be calculated from $A^1_{\phi}$ (similarly to the above derivation) as

$$\Delta M = \frac{1}{I} 2\pi c A^1_{\phi}|_{r=a_1}$$

(4.14)
and expanded to

\[ \Delta M = \sum_{l=0}^{\infty} \frac{\pi \mu_0 (\mu_r - 1)(2l + 2)^2 b^{4l+3} [(2l+1)!!]^2}{(2l+1)!!((2l+1)\mu_r + 2l + 2)(a_1 a_2)^{2l+1}} \]  

(4.15)

Note that \( \Delta L_i \) and \( \Delta M \) are size dependent. If the sphere is very small at probe operation frequency, it can be considered as a magnetic dipole. Then change in the inductance can be approximated using the leading term of the series in Eq. (4.16) and Eq. (4.17).

\[ \Delta L_i = \pi \mu_0 \frac{\mu_r - 1}{\mu_r + 2} \frac{b^3}{a_1^3} \]  

(4.16)

\[ \Delta M = \pi \mu_0 \frac{(\mu_r - 1)b^3}{(\mu_r + 2)a_1 a_2} \]  

(4.17)

Occurrence of LMSR in the sphere requires satisfying the equality \( \mu_r = -2 \) as stated in Section 4.1, where the surrounding medium is vacuum with relative permeability of 1. This equality yields a singularity in \( \Delta L_i \) and \( \Delta M \) causing \( S_{11} \) to approach unity. Therefore, under such equality, the probe exhibits open circuit behavior for non-dispersive magnetic isotropic LMS resonant spheres, since \( Z_{in} \) becomes infinite at each frequency according to Eq. (4.1). Notice that such possibility, i.e., a constant negative permeability over a wide range of frequencies, is unrealistic. A more realistic scenario, however, is to assume the sphere to be magnetically dispersive. Even under the assumption of magnetic dispersion, \( S_{11} \) exhibits a similar singularity to the non-dispersive sphere case, however, this time the singularity and the resulting \( |S_{11}| = 1 \) occur at only the LMS resonant frequency point. Interestingly, for the dispersive magnetic sphere, the probe exhibits two resonances on each side of the LMSR. In fact, such outcome can be predicted from Eq. (4.1), Eq. (4.16) and Eq. (4.17) under the approximation that the loops’ inductance, capacitance and resistance are constant with frequency over the bandwidth of interest.

Another important conclusion made by observing Eq. (4.16) and Eq. (4.17) is that such LMSR detection signature is not limited to spherical particles as long as non-spherical
particles exhibit maximum magnetic polarizability in the direction normal to the loops’ plane. This is because the inductance changes expressed in Eq. (4.16) and Eq. (4.17) are proportional to the particle’s magnetic polarizability expressed as \((\mu_r - 1)b^3/(\mu_r + 2)\). Nevertheless, to validate these analytical predictions and to provide a more accurate estimation of \(S_{11}\), full-wave simulation is provided in Section 4.6.

4.6 Numerical results of LMSR detection

The full-wave simulation is performed using CST Microwave Studio 2012 for the probe design illustrated in Fig. 4.3 as an example for validation. Fig. 4.8(a) provides the corresponding \(|S_{11}|\) for a 1pF capacitor. At the resonant frequency of 1.09GHz, more than 94\% of the power is delivered to the probe while only 0.5\% of the power radiates, indicating that most of the power delivered to the probe is dissipated within the probe due to ohmic loss of the conductor and dielectric loss of the substrate.

Since the size of the inner loop is approximately \(\lambda/39\) at its resonant frequency, the magnetic field within the center region of the probe is approximately uniform (quasi-static field behavior). The size of the sphere chosen is 1.4mm in diameter, approximately \(\lambda/195\) at the probe’s unloaded frequency. The sphere’s dispersion is modeled using a Lorentz model. The LMS resonant frequency is selected to coincide with the probe’s resonant frequency of 1.09GHz, where the relative permeability of the sphere is set to \(-2 - i0.00017\) (some small loss was inserted in order to provide a degree of realism). According to Eq. (4.1) and the definition of \(S_{11}\), an open circuit behavior (\(|S_{11}| = 1\)) is expected at the LMS resonant frequency. This open circuit point, highlighted as solid circle in Fig. 4.8(b), is seen to be flanked by two probe resonances, the first at approximately 1.08GHz and the second at 1.12GHz. LMSR is observed to occur precisely when the maximum of \(|S_{11}|\) between two valleys (probe resonances) is reached. The value of this maximum is numerically measured
to be $-0.015\text{dB}$ at $1.093\text{GHz}$ (see Fig. 4.8(b)). The corresponding relative permeability at this maximum is $-1.96 - 0.00016i$, very close to the expected $-2 - 0.00017i$.

Figure 4.8: Magnitude of $S_{11}$ of the two loop resonator probe with and without sphere. (a) $|S_{11}|$ of the unloaded probe showing typical probe resonance behavior. (b) Two resonances surrounding the LMSR happens when the sphere with radius of $0.7\text{mm}$ is placed within the loops as in Fig. 4.5(c).

Next, the sphere’s permeability profile is changed to shift the LMSR point ($Re\{\mu_r\} = -2$) away from the probe’s resonant frequency. It can be observed that the open circuit point (highlighted with solid circle in $|S_{11}|$ curve) moves along with this LMSR point (highlighted with solid triangle in the $Re\{\mu_r\}$ curves), as shown in Fig. 4.9(a)-(c).

As the LMSR point moves further away from the probe’s resonant frequency (the one without the presence of any sphere) to either lower frequency or higher one, the magnitudes of $S_{11}$ of the two probe resonances are observed to depart from being equal. In fact, it is observed that as the LMSR shift either to the right (higher) or left (lower) from the original probe resonant frequency, the probe’s resonance closer to the LMSR point will have lower dB magnitude than the second probe resonance, as shown in Fig. 4.9(d) and Fig. 4.10(a)-(b). If the LMSR point moves very far from the probe’s original resonant frequency,
say at much higher frequency, then the probe’s second (higher) resonance disappears, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.10(c)-(d). In other words, the probe does not yield any significant variation to non-resonant sphere having permeability other than $Re\{\mu_r\} = -2$.

According to above analysis and observations, it can be concluded that the two resonances in $S_{11}$ profile, as shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10(a)-(b), can be used as an LMSR detection signature for spheres with small loss. The numerical simulation for a sphere with higher magnetic loss of $0.07i$ at probing frequency $1.09GHz$ was also conducted, similar behavior to the case with smaller loss was observed as shown in Fig. 4.11, which again demonstrates that the two resonance phenomenon can be considered as a signature for LMSR detection.

Another interesting observation is also made by plotting the magnetic field vectors within the sphere for each of the two resonant frequencies. The magnetic field vectors in the $y$-$z$ planes that intersect the sphere right in the middle are shown in Figure 4.12(a) and (b) are for the lower and higher probe resonance frequencies, respectively (the frequencies and sphere dimensions are given in the figure caption). At the second resonant frequency, the magnetic field inside the sphere is enhanced in the same direction as that of the surrounding field, whereas at the probe’s lower resonant frequency, the magnetic field inside is enhanced in the opposite direction.

As mentioned previously, two resonance behavior of $S_{11}$ may possibly occur to other shapes. Here disk shape particles are also taken into account in numerical validations. The dimension of the disk is 0.508$mm$ in diameter and 0.127$mm$ in height. A little magnetic loss is added such that at open circuit point the corresponding magnetic loss is approximately $0.016i$. At the same point, the real permeability is −1.97 (a negative value).
Figure 4.9: Magnitude of $S_{11}$ for detection of low loss LMS resonant sphere under different permeability profiles. Values of open circuit point and the corresponding $Re\{\mu_r\}$ are presented in (a)-(d) where two resonance are prominent. The size of the sphere is 0.7mm in radius.
Figure 4.10: Magnitude of $S_{11}$ for detection of low loss LMS resonant sphere under different permeability profiles. Values of open circuit point and the corresponding $Re\{\mu_r\}$ are presented in (a)-(b). (c) and (d) are obtained when permeability point $Re\{\mu_r\} = -2$ moves out of monitoring frequency range (1GHz to 1.3GHz). The size of the sphere is 0.7mm in radius.
Figure 4.11: Magnitude of $S_{11}$ for lossy LMS resonant sphere under different permeability profiles. Values of open circuit point and the corresponding $\text{Re}\{\mu_r\}$ are presented in (a)-(c). The size of the sphere is $0.7\, mm$ in radius.
Figure 4.12: Magnetic field vector distribution on the x=0 plane. (a) Magnetic field vector plot at first resonant frequency 1.09GHz with sphere radius of 0.7mm. (b) Magnetic field vector plot at second resonant frequency 1.12GHz with sphere radius of 0.7mm. (Substrate and color map have been hidden for clear demonstration of field vectors. Redness and blueness represents maximum positive and negative magnetic field magnitude, while greenness represents minimum magnetic field magnitude.)
Figure 4.13: Magnitude of $S_{11}$ in dB for the lossy LMS resonant disk under different magnetic dispersion profile. Values of open circuit point and the corresponding $Re\{\mu_r\}$ are presented in (a)-(b). The size of the disk is 0.508 mm in diameter and 0.127 mm in height.

### 4.7 Experimental results of electrically small particle having effective negative permeability

As stated in Chapter 1, state of the art metamaterial science provides possibilities for constructing artificial materials with effective negative permeability. Moreover, natural materials such as non-linear dielectric liquids demonstrates magneto-static behavior at discrete points along the surface at optical frequency [60, 61]. However, as pointed out in Chapter 1.2.2, liquid form particles are not trivial to construct. At microwave frequencies, some magnetic materials such as ferrites [63, 68], metallic grains [69] and films [62, 135] exhibit effective negative real permeability in principle directions different than the direction of the static bias field. Amongst these magnetic materials, yttrium iron garnet (YIG), a type of ferrimagnetic material, has demonstrated low magnetic loss under a static magnetic
The materials selected to demonstrate LMSR are polycrystalline YIG and polycrystalline calcium-vanadium substituted YIG (CVG). Similar garnets, gadolinium substituted garnets (GG), are also selected to demonstrate the nonoccurrence of LMSR due to positive real permeability at the probing frequency. In the following sections, different materials will be characterized in coaxial air line and tested using proposed two loop resonator probe with smaller dimension (inner loop size is 2 mm) described in Section 4.5.

4.7.1 Material characterization

The materials used in the experiments contain commercially available YIG (linewidth ≤ 25 o.e., dielectric loss tangent < 0.0002), CVG (linewidth ≤ 10 o.e., dielectric loss tangent < 0.0002), and GG (linewidth ≤ 300 o.e., dielectric loss tangent < 0.0002) from TransTech (Adamstown, MD, USA). To fit the bulk material into coaxial air line, the materials were ordered in shapes of toroid. The outer radius of the toroid is 3.5 mm, and the inner one is 1.5 mm. The toroid was placed at specific location inside coaxial air line, and characterized under static magnetic field as demonstrated in Fig. 4.14.

The static magnetic field was generated by a helmholtz coil composed of two coaxially
aligned solenoids and magnetic cores shown in Fig. 4.14. The coaxial air line was placed in the center between two coils such that the static magnetic bias field was parallel to the direction of the microwave propagation. The effective relative permeability ($\mu_r$) was extracted using transmission reflection method [136]. Figure 4.15(a) and (b) illustrate the extracted relative real permeability of YIG and CVG, respectively, where the real part of $\mu_r$ exhibits negativeness around the operation frequency of two loop resonator, $2.74\text{GHz}$. The $S_{11}$ of the probe at this frequency will be presented in Section 4.7.2. Figure 4.15 (c) suggests that under static bias magnetic field from 400 o.e. to 1000 o.e. GG exhibit positive $\mu_r$.

### 4.7.2 LMS resonant disk results

Due to some commercial fabrication limitation, the polycrystalline particles were made in disk shapes with diameter of $0.256\text{mm}$ and height of $0.127\text{mm}$. The probe design is completed with a slotline balun to compensate the imbalanced currents produced by coaxial feed as demonstrated in Fig. 4.18(a). The capacitor’s value is $0.8pF \pm 0.1pF$. The inner square loop is $2\text{mm}$ wide, $\lambda/55.6$, where $\lambda$ represents probe’s operation frequency ($2.74\text{GHz}$). The trace width of the inner square loop is $0.1\text{mm}$. The outer square excitation loop is $4\text{mm}$ wide with trace width of $0.5\text{mm}$. The probe provides approximately uniform magnetic field in the center region of the inner loop due to quasi-static approximation. The probe’s $S_{11}$ demonstrates 91.3\% energy delivery to the near-field at probing frequency of $2.74\text{GHz}$ as seen in Fig. 4.18(b).

Figure 4.17 depicts the configuration of the experimental setup. The small disk sits in the hole caved in the center of the loops, such that the alternating field is in axial direction of the disk (normal direction of the circular surface). The static bias magnetic field is in perpendicular to the alternating field, forming negative permeability in the direction of the alternating field.
Figure 4.15: Characterized effective relative permeability in axial direction for selected materials. (a) Real relative permeability of YIG. (b) Real relative permeability of CVG. (d) Real relative permeability of GG.
Figure 4.16: Miniaturized probe design. (a) Probe layout. (b) Probe’s $S_{11}$. The minimum magnitude labeled as solid circle is approximately -22 dB.

Figure 4.18 illustrates the change in magnitude of $S_{11}$ before and after the magnetic bias is applied. As expected, without static magnetic bias field (Fig. 4.18(a)), the variation in $|S_{11}|$ is subtle due to positive permeability. However, with static magnetic bias (Fig. 4.18(b)), the predicted two resonance detection signature is observed due to the negative permeability provided by the bias field. The $S_{11}$ indicating two resonances in Fig. 4.18(b) was obtained for YIG disk under bias of 977 o.e., and for CVG disk under 762 o.e.. Under different magnetic bias, the open circuit points labeled as dash circle in Fig. 4.18(b) were moving the same trend as the simulated results. Within the capacity of the magnetic bias (up to 1200 o.e.), material GG exhibits positive permeability within the monitoring bandwidth 2.6 GHz to 2.9 GHz. Therefore, two resonance phenomenon is not observed throughout the bias tuning. The data of GG displayed in Fig. 4.18(b) is under bias field strength of 1100 o.e.
Figure 4.17: Detection of LMS resonant disk. (a) Schematic of experimental setup. (b) The close view of the probe with the disk sitting inside the hole. (c) Experimental configuration of LMSR detection.
Figure 4.18: Magnitude of $S_{11}$ in dB. (a) Without static magnetic bias field. (b) With static magnetic bias field. The radius and the height of the disks is 0.127mm. YIG disk is under bias of 977o.e., CVG is under bias of 762.o.e, and GG is under bias of 1100o.e..

4.8 Discussion

This Chapter proposed detection of LMSR in electrically small particles at low microwave frequencies. The detection is based on a two loop resonator probe whose physical model can be explained by linear transformer theory. The two concentric inclusions are coupled by their mutual inductance that ensures effective energy transfer between these loops while being highly sensitive to magnetic energy variation in their close proximity. In presence of a low loss LMS resonant sphere, the simulated $S_{11}$ of the probe exhibited two resonances. These two resonances can be used as a detection signature for sensing LMS resonant spheres without or with low magnetic loss. Such LMSR detection signature is not limited to spherical particles as long as non-spherical particles exhibit maximum magnetic polarizability in the detection direction normal to the loops’ plane. This prediction was verified in numerical simulations where an LMS resonant disk was placed in the center of the probe.
Experimental results on ferrimagnetic disk having effective negative permeability in the direction of the alternating field also demonstrated the similar two resonance behavior in obtained $S_{11}$. The LMSR detection presented in this work could play an important role in marker based applications in biomedicine or bioengineering.
Chapter 5

Future work

5.1 LMS resonant marker sensing

As stated in this work, the occurrence of electrically small LMS resonant particle yields a strong magnetic polarizability in the direction of negative real permeability. This large magnetic polarizability on such electrically small resonant particle can be useful to control the movement of biological entities that labeled with these particle markers. This can be explained by the following equation that demonstrates the relationship of maximum forces on the particle, particle’s magnetic polarizability, and external magnetic gradient. By using the identity \((B \cdot \nabla)B = \frac{1}{2} \nabla(B \cdot B) - B \times (\nabla \times B)\) in magnetostatic theory, this force is written as

\[
F_m = (m \cdot \nabla)B = 4\pi \beta (H \cdot \nabla)B = 4\pi \beta \nabla \left( \frac{B \cdot B}{2\mu_0} \right) = 4\pi \beta \nabla \left( \frac{1}{2} B \cdot H \right) \tag{5.1}
\]

where \(F_m\) is the force due to magnetic moment of the particle, \(m\), which is determined by its magnetic polarizability \(\beta\), \(\nabla \frac{1}{2} B \cdot H\) represents the gradient of the magnetic field energy, and the surrounding biological medium is expected to have relative permeability of
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$\mu_0$. Eq. (5.1) suggests that maximum force can be achieved when the maximum magnetic polarizability of the particle accords with the applied magnetic field gradient. As a result, such force gives rise to translational action in direction of maximum force. Having given above theory, it is not difficult to conclude that if biological entities are labeled with LMS resonant markers, they can be separated from the ones without labeling by manipulating the external magnetic field. This conclusion can be also extended to the possibility of labeling multiple LMS resonant markers and control their movements using corresponding LMS resonant frequencies. Analogously, such theory can also be employed to drug delivery to ensure the effectiveness of drug treatment by localizing or immobilizing the drug carriers to target lesions. More interestingly, if LMS resonant markers are introduced in MRI environment, they would enhance the local inhomogeneity of pathological tissue and affect the relaxation time. Provided the potential promising applications of LMS resonant markers in biomedicine, it is not difficult to propose the sensing schemes for marker labeled biological entities. Such sensing can be done by using a magnetic probe placed close to target medium container. The targets with LMS resonant marker would quickly move to the destination at corresponding compellation frequency, whereas the ones without markers would stay stationary.

The proposed the potential applications of LMS resonant markers in biomedicine can be possibly extended to other applications as long as a target can be labeled by such particles. The mechanism and sensing scheme explained would have high impact on LMS resonant marker based applications in many interdisciplinary areas.
5.2 Near-field probe for LMS resonant marker assisted breast cancer detection

LMS resonant marker idea provides a new perspective for the breast cancer sensing topic. As mentioned in previous section, instead of the paramagnetic marker, one may use LMS resonant particle as a sensing agent, as the resonant one produces very strong magnetic field confinement at its resonance. Place such a sphere concentrically with an electrically small loop, the magnetic flux through the loop plane would be increased, leading to current alternations in the loop. The near-field coupling between the loop and the sphere can be also formulated by remedying the self-inductance variation of a single circular loop due to insertion of a concentrically placed magnetic sphere. Using the magnetic vector potential of a circular loop coaxial with an isotropic magnetic sphere demonstrated in Appendix C [134], I derived the new expression of self-inductance change in Eq. C.4. For electrically very small shapes, the variation of inductance can be approximated using the first term of the series in Eq. C.4 as follows.

$$\Delta L = \pi \mu_0 \mu_r \frac{1}{\mu_r + 2 r_0^2 + a^2} \left[ P_n^1 \left( \frac{r_0}{\sqrt{r_0^2 + a^2}} \right) \right]^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

Interestingly, the new inductance change is also proportional to sphere’s magnetic polarizability, yielding a similar singularity under magnetostatic condition ($\mu_r = -2$). Followed the approach presented in Chapter 3, a loop resonator probe can be designed accordingly at frequency of interest. Place such a loop probe close to the constructed breast phantom embedded with LMS marker labeled tumor, two resonances detection signature can be predicted and expected to have clearer identification when the tumor position lies in the axial direction of the detecting loop. This proposed future work would provide a new approach for sensing early stage breast cancer due to their small sizes under quasi-static approximation.
Chapter 6

Contributions

The construction of MNPs aims to provide subwavelength resolution to resolve the fine feature of the object. They are sensitive to variations in electromagnetic properties or/and morphologies of the sensing target. Most of the MNPs were designed to confine evanescent fields to openings or probing tips that are significantly smaller than the wavelength of the operation frequency, producing resolution much higher than the classical Abbé limit. These probes are subject to high precision variation control and low surface roughness. Highly durable probe with acceptable resolution would have promising future in microwave sub-surface applications.

Inspired by state of the art advances, metamaterials and their proliferated applications, in microwave community, a new MNP composed of a single metamaterial element (i.e., an SRR) was proposed. The detection capability of this SRR probe was evaluated using loss controllable saline solutions. The permittivity of the solutions was characterized by open-ended coaxial line and compared with Klein and Swift’s model. The Field spatial spectrum of the SRR probe was analyzed to demonstrate enhancement of evanescent wave after insertion of SRR element. For this particular experiment, a metallic cube of $\lambda/74$ was detected in saline solutions with loss tangent up to unity under an equivalent standoff
distance of 6.35mm acrylic and 1mm air. The SRR probe is also tested in biological environment (i.e., ground chicken). A metallic cube with size of $\lambda/39$ was detected with phase change of approximately $15^\circ$ behind 2mm thick chicken layer.

The biological detection was extended to anatomically realistic breast tissue phantom using a one loop resonator probe loaded with lumped capacitors. The breast tissue phantom was constructed to provide anatomically accurate numerical breast model for studying accurate electromagnetic interactions between the probe and the human breast. Preliminary results were presented to demonstrate the concept of a resonant loop resonator in sensing a breast lesion of size 5mm and 10mm with appreciable phase variations.

To miniaturize the loop probe further down to millimeter size, lumped capacitor approach can be remedied to fine probe features to provide high field confinement for sensing electrically very small LMS resonant particles. Two loop resonator design was proposed along with its circuit model. In presence of an LMS resonant sphere concentric with the loops, the inductance variation of the loops due to the sphere were solved. A singularity point, designated as open circuit point, in probe $S_{11}$ was predicted at LMSR ($\mu = -2$). The resulting two resonances in probe $S_{11}$ was identified as LMSR detection signature, as non-resonant sphere ($\mu_r \neq -2$) was not able to yield significantly appreciable change. The predictions were validated with full-wave numerical simulations. Candidate materials with effective negative permeability were investigated and selected for experimental verification. Similar two resonance phenomenon was observed and in good agreement with the theory. The sensing methodology based on this detection signature can be extended to other LMS resonant geometries.

The proposed LMSR sensing methodology would have promising future in LMS resonant marker based applications in bioengineering or biomedicine. One associated theory based on maximum force produced by LMS resonant particles was proposed for cell separation application. The inhomogeneous susceptibility due to involvement of these LMS
resonant markers was proposed to provide more possible agents for enhanced imaging in MRI. A sensing theory based on detection of LMS resonant marker labeled lesion was proposed for early breast cancer detection. These proposed theoretical works and ideas would contribute to the future research on LMSR.

To summarize the contribution of this dissertation work, the following contributions were accomplished.

- A microwave near-field probe based on metamaterial single element (SRR probe) is proposed in this work.
- Spectrum analysis is developed to explain evanescent enhancement due to insertion of SRR element.
- The SRR probe is evaluated using loss controllable target media (saline solutions). Experimental resolutions are measured to demonstrate the enhancement predicted in spectrum analysis.
- The SRR sensing ability is extended to biological tissue such as ground chicken to prove its capacity in resolve a metallic abnormality in lossy biological context.
- The biological study is expanded to anatomically realistic numerical breast phantom to construct accurate interaction between electromagnetic waves and human issue.
- A one loop resonator is developed to conduct tumor detection in numerical breast phantom. The phase of $S_{11}$ demonstrates appreciable variations in presence of a tumorous lesion at different locations.
- To further miniaturize the probe and increase probe field confinement in small region, two loop resonator probe is proposed to detect electrically very small LMS resonant particles.
• The field confinement in sphere interior and scattered field enhancement in vicinity of an LMS resonant sphere is investigated and demonstrated in terms of field distributions.

• A circuit model of the two loop resonator probe is proposed and validated with full-wave simulation.

• The circuit model is improved for a spherical magnetic load by solving inductance change due to the load using magnetostatic boundary conditions at the sphere surface.

• A detection signature of two resonances is predicted theoretically, and a sensing methodology is proposed based on the predictions.

• The sensing methodology is verified with full-wave numerical simulations.

• Candidate materials with effective negative real permeability is investigated and selected to demonstrate LMSR phenomenon in electrically small disks.

• The selected bulk materials are characterized using coaxial airline. The small disk particles are tested with proposed two loop resonator probe. Two resonance detection signature is validated in experiments and in good agreement with proposed sensing theory.

• A theory based on maximum force produced at LMSR is proposed for cell separation in biomedical application for future research.

• A sensing theory based on LMS resonant marker labeled tumor is proposed for early breast cancer detection.

The proposed works in this dissertation and proposed ideas for future research would have great impact to many biomedical and biomedicine applications. Publications related to this dissertation work are listed as follows.


APPENDICES
Appendix A

Full field solutions for scattering from magnetic spheres/coated spheres

Suppose that an x-polarized plane wave is incident on a homogeneous and isotropic sphere of radius $a$, as shown in Fig. A.1(a), or a coated sphere with inner radius $a$ and outer radius $b$, as shown in Fig. A.1(b). Both particles are surrounded with certain media. The incident wave, $E_i = E_0 e^{i k_0 z}$, can be expanded in an infinite series of vector spherical harmonics [56]. In this work, $+i k_0 z$ represents wave propagating in the positive $z$ direction. The notation $M$ and $N$ in (A.1)-(A.6) are the concise forms of spherical harmonics representing internal and scattered fields, $E_1$, $E_2$ and $E_s$, respectively.

\[ E_1 = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} E_n (c_n M_{o1n}^{(1)} - i d_n N_{e1n}^{(1)}) \]  
(A.1)

\[ H_1 = -\frac{k_1}{\omega_1} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} E_n (d_n M_{e1n}^{(1)} + i c_n N_{o1n}^{(1)}) \]  
(A.2)

\[ E_2 = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} E_n (f_n M_{o1n}^{(1)} - i g_n N_{e1n}^{(1)} + v_n M_{o1n}^{(2)} - i w_n N_{e1n}^{(2)}) \]  
(A.3)
Figure A.1: Spherical particle scattering. (a) Non-coated sphere. (b) Coated sphere. The scattering angle $\theta$ and $\phi$ are corresponding to vertical and horizontal angles.

\[ H_2 = -\frac{k_2}{\omega\mu_2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} E_n (g_n M_{e1n}^{(1)} + if_n N_{o1n}^{(1)} + w_n M_{e1n}^{(2)} + iv_n N_{o1n}^{(2)}) \]  
(A.4)

\[ E_s = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} E_n (ia_n N_{e1n}^{(3)} - b_n M_{o1n}^{(3)}) \]  
(A.5)

\[ H_s = \frac{k_b}{\omega\mu} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} E_n (ib_n N_{o1n}^{(3)} + a_n M_{e1n}^{(3)}) \]  
(A.6)

where $E_n = i^n E_0 (2n + 1)/[n(n + 1)]$, $k_b$ and $\mu_b$ are propagation constant and permeability of the surrounding medium, $k$ and $\mu$ with subscripts 1 and 2 refer to values of inner core and coated layer, $M_{o,e1n}^{(1,2,3)}$ and $N_{o,e1n}^{(1,2,3)}$ are the vector spherical harmonics with the radical dependence of spherical Bessel function of the first kind ($j_n$), second kind ($y_n$), and spherical Hankel function of the first kind ($h_n$) in inner core, coated layer and surrounding medium labeled as superscripts 1, 2, and 3. Detailed expressions of the vector spherical harmonics are described in Ref. [56]. Applying the boundary condition $(E_2 - E_1) \times n = 0$ and $(H_2 - H_1) \times n = 0$ for non-coated sphere, the scattering and absorption coefficients can
\begin{align*}
a_n &= \frac{-m_2 \mu \psi_n'(y) \psi_n(m_2y) - E_n^* \chi_n(m_2y)}{-m_2 \mu \xi_n(y) \psi_n(m_2y) - E_n^* \chi_n(m_2y)} + \frac{\mu_2 \psi_n(y) \psi_n'(m_2y) - E_n^* \chi_n'(m_2y)}{\mu_2 \xi_n(y) \psi_n'(m_2y) - E_n^* \chi_n'(m_2y)} \\
b_n &= \frac{m_2 \mu \psi_n(y) \psi_n'(m_2y) - F_n^* \chi_n'(m_2y)}{m_2 \mu \xi_n(y) \psi_n'(m_2y) - F_n^* \chi_n'(m_2y)} - \frac{\mu_2 \psi_n(y) \psi_n'(m_2y) - F_n^* \chi_n(m_2y)}{\mu_2 \xi_n(y) \psi_n'(m_2y) - F_n^* \chi_n(m_2y)}
\end{align*}

then be expressed as

\begin{align*}
a_n &= \frac{\mu_0 m_1 \psi_n(m_1x) \psi_n'(x)}{\mu_0 m_1 \psi_n(m_1x) \xi_n'(x)} - \frac{\mu_1 \psi_n(x) \psi_n'(m_1x)}{\mu_1 \psi_n(x) \xi_n'(m_1x)} \\
b_n &= \frac{\mu_1 \psi_n(m_1x) \psi_n'(x)}{\mu_1 \psi_n(m_1x) \xi_n'(x)} - \frac{\mu_0 m_1 \psi_n(x) \psi_n'(m_1x)}{\mu_0 m_1 \psi_n(x) \xi_n'(m_1x)} \\
c_n &= \frac{\mu_1 m_1 i}{\mu_1 \psi_n(m_1x) \xi_n'(x)} - \frac{\mu_0 m_1 \xi_n(x) \psi_n'(m_1x)}{\mu_0 m_1 \xi_n(x) \psi_n'(m_1x)} \\
d_n &= \frac{\mu_1 m_1 i}{\mu_0 m_1 \psi_n(m_1x) \xi_n'(x)} - \frac{\mu_1 \xi_n(x) \psi_n'(m_1x)}{\mu_1 \xi_n(x) \psi_n'(m_1x)}
\end{align*}

Applying the boundary condition \((E_s + E_i - E_2) \times n = 0\), and \((H_s + H_i - H_2) \times n = 0\) for the coated sphere, the scattering and absorption coefficients are expressed in (A.11)-(A.21).

\begin{align*}
E_n^* &= \frac{m_1 \mu_2 \psi_n(m_1x) \psi_n'(m_2x) - m_2 \mu_1 \psi_n'(m_1x) \psi_n(m_2x)}{m_1 \mu_2 \psi_n(m_1x) \chi_n'(m_2x) - m_2 \mu_1 \psi_n'(m_1x) \chi_n(m_2x)} \\
F_n^* &= \frac{m_1 \mu_2 \psi_n'(m_1x) \psi_n(m_2x) - m_2 \mu_1 \psi_n'(m_1x) \psi_n'(m_2x)}{m_1 \mu_2 \psi_n'(m_1x) \chi_n(m_2x) - m_2 \mu_1 \psi_n'(m_1x) \chi_n'(m_2x)} \\
D_n^* &= \frac{m_1 \psi_n'(m_2x) - m_2 \psi_n'(m_1x) B_n^*}{m_1 \chi_n'(m_2x)} \\
C_n^* &= \frac{m_1 \psi_n(m_2x) + m_2 \psi_n(m_1x) A_n^*}{m_1 \psi_n(m_2x)} \\
B_n^* &= \frac{m_1 \mu_1}{m_1 \mu_2 \psi_n(m_1x) \chi_n'(m_2x) - m_2 \mu_1 \psi_n'(m_1x) \chi_n(m_2x)} \\
A_n^* &= \frac{m_1 \mu_1}{m_2 \mu_1 \psi_n'(m_1x) \psi_n'(m_2x) - m_1 \mu_2 \psi_n'(m_1x) \psi_n(m_2x)}
\end{align*}
\[ v_n = \left[ \frac{\mu_2}{\mu_b} \psi_n(m_2 y) \xi_n'(y) - m_2 \xi_n(y) \psi_n'(m_2 y) \right] b_n \]
\[ - \frac{\mu_2}{\mu_b} m_2 \psi'_n(y) \psi_n(m_2 y) + \psi_n(y) \psi'_n(m_2 y) \]
\[ g_n = \left[ m_2 \chi_n(m_2 y) \xi_n'(y) - \frac{\mu_2}{\mu_b} \xi_n(y) \chi_n'(m_2 y) \right] a_n \]
\[ + \frac{\mu_2}{\mu_b} \psi_n(y) \chi_n'(m_2 y) - m_2 \chi_n(m_2 y) \psi_n'(y) \]
\[ f_n = C_n^* v_n, \quad w_n = D_n^* g_n, \quad c_n = A_n^* v_n, \quad d_n = B_n^* g_n \]

(A.19)
(A.20)
(A.21)

where \( m_{1,2} \) is the refractive index, \( x = k_b a \) and \( y = k_b b \) are the size parameters, \( \psi_n, \chi_n, \) and \( \xi_n \) are Riccati Bessel of the first kind, the second kind, and Ricatti Hankel function of the first kind, respectively. Superscript ' represent the corresponding derivative with respect to \( x \) or \( y \).

To verify the formulations, simply setting equal permeabilities to all the layers, the same results can be obtained as those in Ref. [56]. The verification can be also confirmed by letting the properties of the coating the same as that of the core. The same results were obtained as previous non-coated sphere with the same permeability as the surrounding environment.

To analyze the possible requirements of magneto-static resonance that happens to spheres or coated spheres, the poles of the scattering coefficients or the coefficients of the internal wave were estimated, as at these poles the denominators of the coefficients can be very small. At the minima of the denominators, the wave can exhibit resonance [54]. From (A.7) and (A.8), using small argument approximation (\( \max\{m_1 x, x\} \) is very small), the permeability dependence for magnetic resonance of a single sphere can be obtained as follows.

\[ \mu_1 = -2\mu_b \]

(A.22)

Similarly, assuming \( \max\{m_1 x, x, m_2 y, y\} \) is very small, the permeability dependence for
magnetic resonance of a single sphere can be obtained as follows.

\[
\mu_1 = \frac{2\mu_2[\beta^3(-2\mu_0 - \mu_2) + (\mu_2 - \mu_0)]}{\beta^3(2\mu_0 + \mu_2) + 2(\mu_2 - \mu_0)}
\]

(A.23)

where \(\beta = b/a\). This constraint provides three freedoms to manipulate and approaches to resonances. To successfully choose the values for resonances, one needs to ensure the arguments of Riccati functions are small enough as the resonances are very sensitive to these arguments.
Appendix B

LMSR conditions for isotropic ellipsoid or coated ellipsoid/anisotropic sphere or ellipsoid

LMSR conditions for electrically small isotropic/anisotropic ellipsoidal shapes and anisotropic spheres can be found from maximum magnetic polarizability using electrostatic theory due to EM duality [37, 56]. The shapes and their parameters are illustrated in Fig. B.1.

The LMSR condition electrically small isotropic ellipsoid shapes, which is permeability dependent, is expressed in B.1.

\[ \mu_1 = \frac{L_i - 1}{L_i} \mu_b \]  

(B.1)

where \( \mu_b \) is the permeability of the surrounding medium, \( \mu_1 \) represents the ellipsoid medium,
Figure B.1: Particle scattering. The definitions of scattering angle \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) are considered as the vertical and horizontal angles. Particle dimensions are denoted as \( a \) and \( b \). The distance from observation point to origin is represented as vector \( \vec{r} \). (a) Single sphere. (b) Single ellipsoid. (c) Coated ellipsoid.

and

\[
L_i = \frac{a_x a_y a_z}{2} \int_0^\infty dq \frac{d q}{(a_i^2 + q) \sqrt{(q + a_x^2)(q + a_y^2)(q + a_z^2)}} \tag{B.2}
\]

where \( L_i \) is integrable function, subscript \( i \) represents \( x, y, \) and \( z \) direction, \( Lx + Ly + Lz = 1, \) \( a_x \geq a_y \geq a_z \) are ellipsoid radius in \( x, y, z \) directions. Radius inequality yields \( L_1 \leq L2 \leq L3 \). Similarly, LMSR condition for coated ellipsoid can be also obtained as follows.

\[
\mu_1 = \frac{\mu_b [\mu_b + (\mu_2 - \mu_b)L_i^{(2)}] (L_i^{(1)} - f L_i^{(2)})}{(L_i^{(1)} - f L_i^{(2)}) [\mu_b + (\mu_2 - \mu_b)L_i^{(2)}] + f L_i^{(2)} \mu_2} \tag{B.3}
\]

where

\[
L_i^{(j)} = \frac{a_{jx} a_{jy} a_{jz}}{2} \int_0^\infty dq \frac{d q}{(a_{jz}^2 + q) \sqrt{(q + a_{jx}^2)(q + a_{jy}^2)(q + a_{jz}^2)}} \tag{B.4}
\]

\( f = a_{1x} a_{1y} a_{1z}/(a_{2x} a_{2y} a_{2z}) \) represents the ratio between the inner and outer volume, the superscript of \( L_i \), \( j = 1, 2 \) refers to the inner and outer volume, and \( a_{ji} \) corresponds to the radius of the volume \( j \) in \( i \) direction.
Similarly, to sustain LMSR in anisotropic sphere and ellipsoid, Eq. (B.5) and Eq. (B.6) need to be satisfied.

\[ \mu_{m,i} = -2\mu_b \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.5)

where \( i = x, y, z \) also indicates the direction of incidence, and \( m \) is the direction where the quasi-static approximation is applied. Eq. (B.5) is determined by the direction \( i \) of the applied magnetic field. From Eq. B.1, the LMSR condition for anisotropic ellipsoid can be generalized in the following.

\[ \mu_{m,i} = \frac{L_i - 1}{L_i} \mu_b \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.6)

where \( L_i \) can be calculated using Eq. B.2.
Appendix C

Inductance variation due to presence of coaxially placed magnetic sphere

When the sphere is placed beyond the loop plane but still coaxial with the loop as seen in Fig. C.1. The self-inductance change due to presence of the magnetic sphere can be obtained by selecting the origin of the spherical coordinate at the center of the sphere. Assume the loop is located at $z = r_0$, the relative permeability of the sphere is $\mu_r$, and the surrounding medium is vacuum. The magnetic vector potential due to the coaxial sphere is expressed as follows.

$$A_\phi + A^1_\phi = \frac{\mu_0 I \sin \alpha}{2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ \frac{1}{n(n+1)} \left( \frac{r}{a} \right)^n + A_n \left( \frac{b}{r} \right)^{n+1} \right] P_n^1(\cos \gamma) P_n^1(\cos \theta) \quad (b < r < a) \quad (C.1)$$

$$A_\phi + A^2_\phi = \frac{\mu_0 I \sin \alpha}{2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ \frac{1}{n(n+1)} \left( \frac{r}{a} \right)^n + B_n \left( \frac{r}{b} \right)^n \right] P_n^1(\cos \gamma) P_n^1(\cos \theta) \quad (r < b) \quad (C.2)$$

where
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Figure C.1: Sphere coaxial with a circular loop. The radius of the sphere and the loop are $b$ and $a$, respectively.

- $A_\phi$: magnetic vector potential of circular loop at any point $(r, \theta, \phi)$
- $A^1_\phi$ and $A^2_\phi$: magnetic vector potential of sphere at any point $(r > b, \theta, \phi)$ and $(r < b, \theta, \phi)$
- $P^1_n$: legendre function of first order and degree $n$
- $\gamma$: describes the position where the circular loop is located. Since origin is at sphere center, $\cos \gamma = \frac{r_0}{\sqrt{r_0^2 + a^2}}$
- $a,b$: radius of circular loop and sphere
- $(\frac{b}{r})^{n+1}$ and $(\frac{r}{b})^n$: term outside the sphere and term inside the sphere
- $A_n$ and $B_n$: coefficients

From B.C I and II, the coefficients can be derived. The coefficient expressions are the same as Eq. 4.11. Hence, the increment of self-inductance due to the presence of the sphere
can be written as follows.

\[ \Delta L = \frac{1}{2} 2\pi a A_\phi^1 \bigg|_{\gamma=\theta=r_0=\sqrt{r_0^2+a^2}} \]

\[ \Delta L = \pi \mu_0 \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{(\mu - 1) b^{2n+1}}{n(n\mu + n + 1) a^{n-1}} \left[ P_n^1 \left( \frac{r_n}{\sqrt{r_0^2+a^2}} \right) \right]^2 \]

(C.3) (C.4)
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